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Olympiaregion Seefeld
a village for any age
Dear hikers,

Description

The little hiking and culture guidebook offers a
wealth of ideas and suggestions to help you
enjoy your holiday to the full the way you want.
It will accompany you as you explore this enchanting region of unrivalled scenic diversity.
Nestling amid the stunning mountains of the
Wetterstein range, the Alpenpark Karwendel
and the Wildmoos landscape protection area,
the Olympiaregion Seefeld provides the ideal
'base camp' for all those who want 'that bit
more' out of their holiday. Whether you want to
explore the many themed walking trails and find
out all about the local flora and fauna as well as
the traditions and customs of the locals living
on the plateau, or you simply want to savour
the tranquillity of solitary summits – you’re sure
to find a tour to suit your needs and wishes.
And what about younger holiday guests? Just
take them with you and they can enjoy happy
days in our vast playground, namely the great
outdoors! Our region is one giant adventure
playground with lakes and streams, flowering
meadows, mountain huts and Alpine wildlife.
For further information on guided walks and
hikes, children’s activities and lots more besides, contact any of our five information offices
in Seefeld, Leutasch, Mösern/Buchen, Reith or
Scharnitz. We look forward to seeing you!

We have put together a fantastic network of hiking and mountain bike routes throughout the
Olympiaregion Seefeld. All the trails mentioned
here are signposted and marked and maintained on a regular basis. We kindly ask you to
follow only the sign-posted trails, not to leave
any rubbish lying around and to take care of
our countryside. In the following pages, detailed descriptions of the main hiking trails and
mountain bike routes can be found. You will
find the trail numbers on both the hiking and
mountain bike map and on the signposts in
the countryside. The hiking trails are classified
according to walking time and level of difficulty and sub-divided into easy walks, half-day
hikes, full-day hikes and summit climbs. The
mountain bike routes have been divided into
easy, intermediate and hard routes. In addition,
the routes on the map have been signed different to indicate easy, intermediate and hard
routes respectively.
The hiking and mountain bike map is available
in all the Olympiaregion Seefeld information offices for € 3,90.
Olympiaregion Seefeld
Klosterstr. 43 | 6100 Seefeld
tel. +43(0)508800 | fax +43 (0)50880-51
region@seefeld.com | www.seefeld.com
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Hiking Basics
Alpine Emergency Signal (S.O.S.)
Should you find yourself in an emergency
situation and require assistance during the
course of a mountain hike, use the Alpine
distress signal – a signal repeated 6 times at
regular intervals within the space of one minute
followed by a break. Repeat the procedure until
you receive a reply. The signals can be audible
(shouting, whistling etc.) and / or visible (waving
a white cloth, flashing a torch, using a mirror
etc.).
Alpine Emergency Call No.
In case of an emergency, the Alpine Emergency
Services can be reached on the number 140 or
+ 43 / 512 / 140.
Liability
Participation in the guided walks is at your
own risk.
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Public Transport
Regional bus tickets valid for the entire duration
of your stay are available in the information offices for € 12. All the starting points for the hikes
can be easily reached by bus.
Requirements and recommended
equipment:
For easy walks:
All the paths and trails that come under this
classification are absolutely safe for walking, a
head for heights is not required and the paths
have only slight inclines. Equipment: slipresistant shoes with good soles, windproof
clothing, rain protection.
For half-day hikes:
All the paths and trails that come under this
classification have some steeper inclines but
are nonetheless safe for walking. Equipment:
sturdy ankle-high boots with treads, windproof clothing, rain protection, a snack and
fruit, something to drink.

For full-day hikes:
Those undertaking a full-day hike should
set off as early as possible in the morning
since the midday heat can make walks more
strenuous. All the paths and trails that come
under this classification can have some very
steep sections and hikers need to be relatively
fit and, at times, surefooted. Equipment: sturdy
ankle-high walking boots with treads, good
quality wind-proof clothing, rain protection,
enough food provisions to cover at least two
mealtimes, fruit, at least 1 litre to drink per
person and first aid supplies.
For summit climbs:
All the trails and summits that come under this
classification require mountain experience, stamina, absolute surefootedness and, in some
cases, a head for heights. Hands-on scramble
sections have to be expected. Equipment:
Most importantly sturdy walking books, warm
clothing, enough food provisions and plenty to
drink, first aid supplies, a torch, rain protection
and information about weather conditions.

Start the hike early in the morning. Reports
about the condition of the mountain paths
and trails and any possible closures, as well
as information on the opening times and
overnightstay facilities of the Alpine huts and
inns can be obtained at the information offices.
Hiking Badge
Hiking passes on which stamps can be
collected to record walks, are available free
of charge from the information offices. On
presenting your pass you will receive a hiking
pin badge in gold, silver or bronze depending
on the points you have earned. (Small fee of
€ 1,90 per badge with Regional Guest Card).
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Hiking
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Hiking
From comfy walking paths
up to challenging height
-

Walking paths ...................................... 10
Half-day hikes ...................................... 24
Full-day hikes . ..................................... 39
Summit climbs ..................................... 50
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WalkIng Paths

Round the Wildsee Lake (Lakeside Promenade) / Trail no. 4
Route: Seefeld / Innsbrucker Straße (Pedestrian Area)
Walking time: approx. 30 minutes
Starting at Seefeld village square, go through the pedestrian area in a southerly direction. Trail
no. 4 starts at the end of the pedestrian area and goes along the pavement. Turn right at Hotel
Bergland and, after approx. 100 m, follow the promenade to the left round the edge of the lake as
far as Café Sonja. From there the path goes left through the woods, through the Hochmoor nature
conservation area and back onto the lakeside promenade. Walk past Hotel Seespitz and back to
the pedestrian area.

Römerweg / Trail nos. 4, 6
Route: Seefeld / Lakeside Promenade – Funicular Base Station Rosshütte – Schlossberg –
Karwendelweg – Seefeld
Walking time: approx. 45 minutes
From the Wildsee Lake car park follow the lakeside promenade (no. 4) behind the lake’s bathing
area, then turn left over the Innsbrucker Straße and over the railway crossing onto trail no. 6. The
path takes you along the eastern edge of Seefeld almost to the base station of the Rosshütte
funicular. Take the overpass to cross the by-pass, follow a track, steep in places, in a northerly
direction to the Schlossberg (Castle Mountain).
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WalkIng Paths

Towards Mösern (Circular Walk) / Trail nos. 2, 4
Route: Seefeld / Church Seekirchl – WM-Halle – Ski-Jump – Return
Walking time: approx. 30 minutes
After the Seekirchl church, turn right behind the indoor tennis courts at the WM-Tennis-Hall and the
sports stadium (2) into the woods. After approx. 1.5 kilometres, turn left crossing the road to join
trail no. 4. Return along the edge of the woods, past the ski-jump, back to the Seekirchl church.

From the Pfarrhügel (Parish Hill) to the Idyllic Lake ‘Wildsee’
Route: Seefeld information office – Pfarrhügel (Parish Hill) – Lake ‘Wildsee’
Walking time: approx. 1 hour
Starting at the St. Oswald Parish Church directly opposite the Seefeld information office, go over
the Pfarrhügel (Parish Hill) to the Stone Circle and left down to the Wildsee lake. Further information about the Parish Hill and the Stone Circle can be found in the themed walking trails / Seefeld
section on page 63.
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WalkIng Paths

Inn Triendlsäge (Circular Walk) / Trail nos. 64, 65, 67, 68
Route: Seefeld / Wettersteinstraße / Geigenbühel – Triendlsäge – Return
Walking time: approx. 1 hour
Following the upper Geigenbühelweg (path no. 68) pass behind the hotels Seelos and Hochland
and join the Geigenbühelstraße. Turning left follow it uphill onto walking trail no. 68, cross the
bridge over the Klammbach stream then a short stretch of road to your right will take you to the inn
Gasthof Triendlsäge. You can return to the village on trail no. 67, passing right by Hotel Alpina onto
the lower Geigenbühelweg (path no. 65), or you can return through the Kesselwald woods on trail
no. 1. This takes you to Unterseefeld via the road Kurhotel Promenade. Alternatively, you can turn
off to your right towards the end of the uphill section, onto the Panorarma Path (no. 65) returning to
the village centre via the lower Geigenbühelweg (path no. 65) passing Hotel Alpina.
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WalkIng Paths

Round the Weidachsee Lake / Trail no. 3
Route: From Leutasch / Weidach around the Lake
Walking time: approx. 50 minutes
Turn left at the Forellenhof restaurant in Weidach and follow the lake shore where a short incline
will take you up above the Bruthaus. Keep right and continue down to the lake shore and back to
the Forellenhof.

Achweg Path Obern – Ahrn / Trail no. 5
Route: Leutasch / Obern (Bridge) – Ahrn
Walking time: approx. 2 hours
Starting at the bridge in Obern, the path follows the stream, past the hamlets of Platzl, Aue and
Kirchplatzl. Walk past the Alpenbad swimming pool and spa then continue on to Weidach and
from there on to Ahrn. From here you have the option of extending your walk to Unterleutasch.

Burggraben – Ahrn / Trail no. 5
Route: Leutasch / Burggraben – Unterkirchen – Lochlehn – Reindlau – Puitbach – Ahrn
Walking time: approx. 2 hours
Starting at the inn Gasthof zur Mühle in Burggraben, follow the forest path along the stream and
the edge of the woods past a few rural hamlets until you reach Ahrn. From here you have the option of extending your walk to Oberleutasch.
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WalkIng Paths

Runst / Trail no. 9
Route: Leutasch / Kirchplatzl – Lehner
Walking time: approx. 30 minutes
This path takes you along the edge of the fields at the foot of the Gehrenspitze mountain from
Kirchplatzl to Gasse. From behind the bakery in Gasse continue on to Lehner. From here you have
the option of extending your walk to Unterleutasch.

Gasse – Reindlau / Trail nos. 9, 35
Route: Leutasch / Gasse – Lehner – Reindlau
Walking time: approx. 1 hour
Starting behind the bakery in the hamlet of Gasse, follow the Runstweg path as far as Lehner.
Here you can either go left over the Lehnerweide meadows through the woods or right over the
fields to Reindlau.

Höhenpromenade (High Walking Path) / Trail no. 31
Route: Leutasch / Kirchplatzl – Gasse
Walking time: approx. 50 minutes
Starting in Kirchplatzl, the path leads behind the Ganghofer Museum and climbs gently through
the woods and pine trees offering glorious views of the Leutasch valley down to Gasse. Here the
path joins trail no. 9 – Runst.
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WalkIng Paths

Unterer Wiesenweg (Lower Meadow Path) / Trail no. 32
Route: Leutasch / Kirchplatzl – Klamm
Walking time: approx. 40 minutes
Starting in Kirchplatzl where the road goes up to Obere Wiese, take the trail left through a little
valley to the hamlets of Plaik and Klamm.

Obere Wiesenweg (Upper Meadow Path) / Trail no. 33
Route: Leutasch / Kirchplatzl – Klamm
Walking time: approx. 40 minutes
Starting in Kirchplatzl, the path takes you past the two inns, Gasthof Kühtaierhof and Gasthof
Birkegg, through bright larch groves and over meadows to the hamlet of Klamm.

Liftweg Path / Trail no. 34
Route: Leutasch / Weidach – Katzenkopf (Kreith Chairlift Top Station)
Walking time: approx. 1 hour
Follow the path that climbs up from Hotel Kristall to the Katzenkopf. Cross the ski slope, go past
the summer toboggan run and then continue through the woods to the top station of the Kreith
chairlift at Katzenkopf.
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WalkIng Paths

Wildmoos - Fludertal Valley / Trail nos. 34, 49, 3
Route: Katzenkopf (Kreith Chairlift Top Station) – Wildmoos
Walking time: approx. 1 hour
Starting at the Kreith chairlift top station, follow the piste slightly downhill before quickly branching
off to your right. Follow the Steckenweg path and the Fludertal valley to Wildmoos. This path connects the Katzenkopf with the Mösern-Wildmoos circular walk.

Through the Katzenloch / Trail no. 24
Route: Leutasch / Moos – Katzenloch – Buchen
Walking time: approx. 1 hour
There are two options on this walk:
1. Starting at House Isabella in Moos, a gentle incline takes you up through the Katzenloch to
Buchen. Go right, past the Muggenmoos turnoff, left past the Rappental turnoff and again left past
the turnoff towards the alpine hut Rauthütte.
2. Turn left 50 metres beyond the crossroads leading to the Rauthütte car park and follow the
slight incline through the Rappental valley until you join the Katzenloch path.
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WalkIng Paths

Peace Walk
Route: Mösern / Seewaldalm Car Park – Lake Möserer See – Peace Bell
Walking time: approx. 90 minutes
There are 7 stops of interest en-route from Mösern to the Möserersee lake and around the lake
itself before heading towards Hotel Tyrol, inn Gasthof Menthof and on to the Möserer Kirchl church. The walk finishes at the Peace Bell. More information about the Peace Bell and the stops of
interest on the Peace Walk can be found in the themed walking trails / Mösern section on page
66 and on page 92.

Panoramic circular walk
Route: Mösern/Möserer See lake – Brunschkopf – back
Walking time: 2 hours
Starting at Möserer See lake car park, follow the path (60) straight ahead into the woods, then turn
left along trail no. 61 following the signs for Brunschkopf/Panoramaweg. Return via trail no. 63.
The path takes you past 3 viewpoints offering breathtaking vistas of the surroundings mountains
which can be identified by means of illustrated display boards.
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WalkIng Paths

Bee Nature Trail / Trail no. 14
Route: Reith / St. Florian in Reith Kneipp Water-Therapy Park – Bee Hotel – Ichthyol Plant
Walking time: approx. 45 minutes
There are 10 information boards on display as you follow the Reith forest path starting at the St.
Florian Kneipp Water-Therapy Park, past the Kaltwasserbach stream to the Niederbach stream
and the Ichthyol plant. More Information about the Bee Nature Trail and the Bee Hotel can be
found in the themed walking trails / Reith section on page 67.

Reith Cultural Walking Path
Route: Reith / information office – Sonnrainweg – Music Pavilion – Reith Parish Church – Our Lady –
St. Magnus Chapel – Gasthof Hirschen – Riesenhaus (House of the Giant) – Reith information office
Walking time: approx. 1 hour
Follow the path past Reith’s cultural monuments to the hamlet of Leithen and back again. More
information about the Cultural Walking Path and the individual stops can be found in the themed
walking trails / Reith section on page 68.
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WalkIng Paths

To the Porta Claudia Fortress
Route: Scharnitz / information office – Kalvarienberg (Calvary) – Porta Claudia – Malegg – information office
Walking time: approx. 1.5 hours
Starting at the information office, cross the bridge and turn right after Café Kirchplatz‘l. Follow the
road as far as the turnoff to the Calvary (Kalvarienberg). A short incline will take you past a small
chapel and on to the ruins of the Porta Claudia, a former fortress. Follow the course of the river Isar
to return to Scharnitz. Further information about the origins of the Porta Claudia fortress can be
obtained from the information office. Not suitable for pushchairs (steps).

To the Adlerkanzel Viewpoint (Eagle’s Pulpit) / Trail no. 27
Route: Scharnitz / information office – Platt – Adlerkanzel
Walking time: approx. 1.5 hours
Starting at the information office, walk left up to the railway crossing. After the crossing, take the
turnoff to your left between the houses following the Plattsteig path until you reach a fork in the
road. From there follow the marked serpentine trail, steep in some parts, up to the viewpoint pavilion known as the Adlerkanzel (literally 'Eagle’s Pulpit') where you can enjoy a glorious panoramic
view of the village. Return the same way. Not suitable for pushchairs.
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WalkIng Paths

Teufelslochklamm (Devil’s Hole Gorge) / Trail no. 56
Route: Scharnitz / information office – Hinterautalstraße – Teufelslochklamm
Walking time: approx. 1.5 hours
Starting at the information office, cross the bridge, turn left before the church and follow the road
Hinterautalstraße as far as House Taxi Mair. Turn right there and follow the road until you come to
a slightly uphill forest track. Follow this trail to the branch-off which is sign-posted as 'Teufelslochklamm' (devil’s hole ravine), then continue along the well-marked track towards the gorge. From
the track, which drops steeply in places, you can see the 'painted devil' on the rock face. A short,
steep climb, with safety ropes in place, takes you out of the gorge before you continue along a
woodland track to the lower Kreidegraben. From there it’s downhill all the way on the forest track
towards Hinterautal, past the hut Scharnitzer Alm. Follow the river Isar back to Scharnitz either
along the Isarsteig track or along the road. Not suitable for pushchairs.

Karwendelklammsteig (Karwendel Gorge Track) / Trail no. 27
Route: Scharnitz / information office – Road Hinterautalstraße – Path Karwendelsteg
Walking time: approx. 1.5 – 2 hours
Starting at the information office, cross the bridge, turn left before the church and follow the road
Hinterautalstraße as far as the Gaugg quarry after which a small steep track goes up to the left.
Follow this track along the Karwendel Gorge until you reach the forest path towards the Karwendel
mountain range. From here you can either continue on to the Birzelkapelle chapel, or you can walk
back down the road to Scharnitz. Another option would be to walk to the inn Gasthof Wiesenhof
via the path Karwendelsteg and back to Scharnitz from there (see the half-day hike route description on page 38). Not suitable for pushchairs.
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WalkIng Paths

To the Scharnitzer Alm Alpine Hut Gasthof Wiesenhof Restaurant / Trail no. 57
Route: Scharnitz / information office – Alpine Hut Schnarnitzer Alm –
Inn Gasthof Wiesenhof
Walking time: approx. 1.5 hours
Starting at the information office, cross the bridge over the river Isar then turn left before the church
and follow the road Hinterautalstraße as far as House Taxi Mair. Turn right there and follow the road
to the start of the forest path. Continue to the turnoff to the uphill Isarsteig track (trail no. 57) which
joins the Nederweg path. A walk of about 5 minutes takes you up to the alpine hut Scharnitzer
Alm. From there continue following the Nederweg path into the valley until you’re level with the
inn Gasthof Wiesenhof where a small steep path goes off to the right. Cross the river Isar over a
small footbridge followed by a short climb which takes you up to Gasthof Wiesenhof. Return to
Schnarnitz via the road along the river Isar.

Mittenwald / Trail no. 21, 58
Route: Scharnitz / information office – Mittenwald
Walking time: approx. 2 hours
Starting opposite the information office, walk along the river Isar to the end of the village. Cross the
bridge to the left and continue towards Mittenwald. When the path forks keep to the right, walking
along the edge of the river to the Riedbodenalm hut (no refreshments available). A shady walking
path takes you back over Alpine pastures to Scharnitz.
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WalkIng Paths

Gießenbach / Trail no. 18, 19, 6
Route: Scharnitz / Church – Road Hirlanda-Ellmann-Weg – Gießenbach
Walking time: approx. 1.5 hours
Opposite the church (between the Brunnerhof and Frankenhof guesthouses) walk along road
Hirlanda-Ellmann-Weg until you come to a little bridge. Turn left before the bridge and follow the
Gießenbach stream along a sunny pathway until you come to another bridge. After crossing this
bridge you can either turn left to the inn Gasthof Ramona in the hamlet of Gießenbach, or you can
keep to the right and walk back to Scharnitz. When you arrive in Gießenbach, cross the main road
towards the railway station and you can follow a path along the embankment back to Scharnitz.

Plattsteig Trail
Route: Scharnitz / information office – Plattsteig – Chapel Birzelkapelle
Walking time: approx. 1 hour
Starting at the information office, follow the slightly uphill street until you are beyond the railway
crossing. Turn left and follow the Plattsteig trail between the houses and then turn right at the first
turnoff and continue following the Plattsteig trail towards the Birzelkapelle chapel. After approximately half an hour you have the option of branching off to the right and returning to Scharnitz via
the hamlet of Inrain, or you can take the steep forest path up to the Birzelkapelle chapel. (Directions can also be found in the half-day hikes section, on page 38). Not suitable for pushchairs.
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half-day hIkEs

Mösern (Circular Walk) / Trail nos. 2, 4
Route: Seefeld / Seekirchl (Little Church on the Lake) - Mösern
Walking time: approx. 2.5 hours
After the Seekirchl church turn right, passing behind the indoor tennis courts and the sports stadium and into the woods. After walking about 1.5 kilometres along a short stretch parallel to the Möserer Straße road, turn right over the Birkenwiesen meadows to Mösern or to the Möserer See lake
(2) – walk around the lake (2). To go back, follow the road Möserer Straße a short distance then
turn right after the little chapel onto path no. 4 through the Seewald woods, past the Olympic skijump back to the starting point.

Round the Gschwandtkopf Hill (Circular Walk) / Trail no. 4
Route: Seefeld / Gschwandtkopf Chair Lift Base Station – Track Möserer Steig – Auland
Walking time: approx. 2.5 hours
Walk past the Olympic ski-jump along the edge of the woods towards Mösern, keeping to path
no. 4, over the Möserersteig track to the hamlet of Auland and via the meadows Auländer Mähder
and the lakeside promenade back to the village.
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half-day hIkEs

Over the Gschwandtkopf Hill (Circular Walk) / Trail nos. 86, 4
Route: Seefeld / Olympic Sports and Congress Centre – Hut Ötzi Hütte – Auland – Chair lift
Gschwandtkopf
Walking time: approx. 2.5 hours
Starting above the Olympic Centre, walk over the Pfarrhügel (Parish Hill) on path no. 86, sometimes skirting the edge of the downhill ski slopes, on to the Gschwandtkopf. Passing underneath
the hut Ötzi Hütte, keep to path 86 on your descent which joins onto path 4 towards Reith-Auland.
Pass Hotel Alpenkönig, turn left to Café Englhof and follow the walking path to the base station of
the Gschwandtkopf ski-lifts in Auland. Go past the lifts and after an few minutes turn left through
Falkenried and the meadows Auländer Mähder back onto the lakeside promenade (4).

Reith and Auland (Circular Walk) / Trail nos. 14, 6, 4
Route: Seefeld / Road Reitherspitzstraße – Trail Römerweg – Reith Railway Station – Auland –
Seefeld
Walking time: approx. 2.5 hours
Follow the road Reitherspitzstraße (14) to the junction in front of the Hauptschule (secondary
school) then turn right and follow the trail Römerweg a short distance (6) before continuing on trail
no. 14 in a southerly direction over the by-pass. Follow the forest path along the railway tracks
and the by-pass to Reith. Once past Reith railway station, turn right crossing under the railway
and the main road using the underpass, and continue right downhill to Auland (14). From there go
uphill past the Englhof (4) via the Auländer Mähder and the lakeside promenade back to Seefeld.
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half-day hIkEs

Hochleithenkopf Hill / Trail nos. 4, 88
Route: Seefeld / Lakeside Promenade Wildsee – Hochleithenkopf
Walking time: approx. 1.5 hours (each way)
Follow the lakeside promenade, walk through the woods and turn right at the turnoff (4) via the
meadows Auländer Mähder to Auland. Follow the road to Mühlberg (88) and from there on to the
view point at Hochleithenkopf.

Walk to Gießenbach and Scharnitz / Trail no. 6
Route: Seefeld / Römerweg (Rosshütte Funicular) – Gießenbach – Scharnitz
Walking time: approx. 1.5 and 2 hours respectively
Leave Seefeld in a northerly direction on the path Römerweg (6) which joins the Hirnweg path at
Schlossberg. At the end of the Hirnweg path turn right over the bridge. A track begins straight after
the bridge following the railway line past Mühlberg to Scharnitz.
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familie walzl | milserstrasse 433 | A-6100 seefeld
fon: 0043-5212-2334 | fax: 0043-5212-4470
www.hotelolympia-seefeld.at | info@hotelolympia-seefeld.at
www.seefeld-wandern.at | fragen@seefeld-wandern.at

Hotel OLYMPIA*** Seefeld in Tirol
A lovingly-managed herbal and walking refuge

We offer:
>> neat double, single and family rooms or studios with mountain view

from

€ 36 pp

incl. breakfast

>> breakfast buffet with regional, healthy and homemade items
>> a herbal workshop with Fr. Walzl in the OLYMPIA herbal exhibition garden:
tasting and knowledge about wild and garden herbs, when to use them in the
kitchen, the healing effects on our bodies, etc.
>> individual walking tips from our personal experience to huts, peaks and lakes,
take a look at our website as a preparation: www.seefeld-wandern.at
>> our masseur offers relaxation massage with self-prepared oils
>> special offers including half board for walking groups
The Olympia offers herbal pillows at night time and herbal teas and spreads,
dandelion honey, elderberry jelly and much more as part of the breakfast buffet.
You are welcome to look, smell, feel and taste in our hotel and in our garden.

half-day hIkEs

3-Lake Walk on the Seefeld Plateau / Trail no. 2
Route: Seefeld – Lake Möserer See – Lake Lottensee – Lake Wildmoossee – Seefeld
Walking time: approx. 4 hours
Starting at Seefeld’s World Championship indoor tennis courts, path no. 2 takes you slightly uphill
towards Mösern over the meadows Möserer Mähder. Turn right at the last fork which brings you
past the Kaiserhof, Olympia and Hubertushof hotels and then continue on to Möserer See lake.
After walking around the lake, a short stretch of paved road at Hotel Tyrol takes you down to Gasthof Menthof in about 10 minutes. From here continue on the track Pirschtsteig towards Lottensee
lake. Shortly before the lake, the track Pirschtsteig joins a paved road which you follow a short
distance. Continue the walk on path no. 2 to the hut Ferienkolonie Wildmoos where the next lake,
the Wildmoossee, is situated and where you will find the Wildmoosalm, an Alpine hostelry wellknown and well-loved by locals and tourists alike. Just beyond the Wildmoosalm is the Hörmannweg path which leads you through the woods to the right and back to Seefeld. Information about
the lakes in the Olympiaregion Seefeld can be found in the lakes section from page 78 onwards.
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half-day hIkEs

Bodenalm Alpine Hut – Ankerschlag (Circular Walk) / Trail nos. 65, 6
Route: Seefeld / Road Heilbadstraße – Ankerschlag – Path Hirnweg – Path Römerweg – Seefeld
Walking time: approx. 2.5 hours
From the road Heilbadstraße turn right (65) past the waterfall, through the Lehenwald wood, via
the Bodenalm hut (where refreshments are available) towards Ankerschlag. Cross the main road
and walk uphill a short distance. After the railway underpass turn right and follow the Hirnweg path
(6) back to Seefeld.

Wildmoos – Mösern (Circular Walk) / Trail no. 2
Route: Seefeld / Church Seekirchl – Hut Wildmoosalm – Hut Lottenseehütte –
Mösern – Lake Möserersee – Seefeld
Walking time: approx. 3 hours
Turn right after the Seekirchl church and walk through the Kirchwald woods to the Hörmannweg
path. Follow the signs for 'Wildmoos' (2) on the Hörmannweg path or turn left at the road Leutascher Straße / riding stables on to the forest path to the hut Wildmoosalm (refreshments available),
and then on to hut Ferienheim Wildmoos (refreshments available) and through the clearing (aperiodic lakes), crossing the golf course to the hut at the Lottensee lake (refreshments available).
Walk to Mösern following the Pirschtsteig track (2). Pass above the village (you can make a detour
down to the lake – restaurants) and return to Seefeld via the meadows Möserer Mähder.
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half-day hIkEs

Hill Brunschkopf (Circular Walk) / Trail nos. 2, 63, 62, 61, 49
Route: Seefeld/Kirchwald – Path Hörmannweg – Brunschkopf – Hut Wildmoosalm or Mösern –
Seefeld
Walking time: approx. 2.5 hours
Starting in Kirchwald, follow the Hörmannweg path (2) towards the hut Wildmoosalm. Just before
the hut, turn off to your left (trail no. 63) and after about 15 minutes turn off to your right (trail no.
62) and up to the Brunschkopf (viewpoint). The climb down begins in a westerly direction (62),
thereafter you can opt. to walk back to Seefeld via the hut Wildmoosalm turning right at the
next fork (61), or via Mösern (left).

Rosshütte Alpine Hut (Hill) / Trail no. 81
Route: Seefeld/Rosshütte Funicular Base Station – Valley Hermannstal – Track Krummer Steig –
Alpine Hut Rosshütte – Seefeld
Walking time: approx. 2 hours, 15 minutes
Starting at the Rosshütte funicular base station, walk straight on to the far end of the Hermannstal
valley (81) and from there via the track 'Krummer Steig' to the alpine hut Rosshütte (approx. 1 ½
hours). The return walk follows the forest track to the Rosshütte funicular base station.
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half-day hIkEs

Rosshütte Tour including the Zirbenweg Path / Trail no. 10
Route: Rosshütte Funicular Base Station – Hut Hocheggalm – Lake Kaltwassersee – Rosshütte
Panorama Restaurant – Path Zirbenweg – Rosshütte Top Station
Walking time: to the Hocheggalm approx. 1.5 hours, from there to the Panorama Restaurant
approx. 2 hours, Zirbenweg path approx. 20 minutes.
Starting at the Rosshütte funicular base station situated on the east side of Seefeld, a forest path
takes you up to the Hocheggalm and five minutes further on you can stop to admire the Kaltwassersee lake which is used to for snow-making in winter. Continue on to the Rosshütte Panorama
Restaurant where the Zirbenweg path also starts. This 20 minutes long picturesque trail leads
hikers high above the village of Seefeld and back to the Rosshütte. You can of course reach the
top station using the funicular. Tickets are available at the bottom station.
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half-day hIkEs

Reitherjoch-Alm Alpine Hut (Circular Walk) / Trail nos. 81, 83, 10, 84, 14
Route: Seefeld / Rosshütte Funicular Base Station – Reitherjoch-Alm – Seefeld
Walking time: approx. 2.5 hours
Starting at the car park, walk straight ahead to the far-end of the Hermannstal valley (81) where
the Woldrichsteig track branches off to the right (83). After a short climb, the forest track descends
steadily and joins the path coming from the Maximilianhütte. Gently climbing, you follow this path
(10) to the hut Reitherjoch-Alm (refreshments available). The quickest way of going back is a fairly
steep path down past the Maximilianshütte (84). Those who want to take it easy should go back
along the forest path and remain on trail no.10 coming down the ski slope on the final leg to the
funicular car park. The forest path (83) eventually joins the road that leads to the Maximilianhütte,
where you cross over the by-pass and turn right back onto the Römerweg to Seefeld. Notice: The
Maximilianhütte is the Ichthyol plant and no alpine hut!

Schlossbachklamm Gorge - Hochzirl / Trail no. 14
Route: Road Reitherspitzstraße – Reith – Gurglbachgraben – Leithen – Valley Schlossbachtal –
Hochzirl
Walking time: approx. 2.5 hours
After the Gurglbachgraben loop at the southern end of Reith, turn left and a gentle climb of about
45 minutes takes you through the woods to the railway station (14) at Leithen. In Leithen, after
passing a wayside shrine, turn left (14) into the Schlossbachtal valley. A twisting path takes you
down to the gorge and over to the other side onto an easier track to Hochzirl railway station.
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half-day hIkEs

Leutasch – Seefeld / Trail no. 1
Route: Leutasch / Chapel Kreithkapelle – Neuleutasch – Inn Gasthof Triendlsäge – Seefeld
Walking time: approx. 2 hours
At the Kreithalm, follow trail no. 1 to your left, uphill past the turnoff to the Wurzelsteig track until
you reach the road that joins Leutasch and Seefeld. After crossing the road, follow the road Bodenstraße to your left a short distance before turning right back onto the walking trail towards
Neuleutasch crossing the road again. Follow this trail until you reach Unterkelle where you have to
cross the road once more before descending to the inn Gasthof Triendlsäge. From here there are
several routes to Seefeld – for example, following the road to the Birkenlift ski-lift or following trail
no. 66 to Unterseefeld.

Leutascher Geisterklamm (Leutasch Spirit Gorge) – In the Realm of the Spirit of the Gorge
Route: Leutasch / Schanz, Leutasch Spirit Gorge Car Park – Leutasch Spirit Gorge – Mittenwald
Walking time: Spirit Gorge Trail: approx. 1.5 hours, Goblin Trail: approx. 1 hour,
Waterfall Trail: approx. 15 minutes
Starting at a bridge at the entrance to Mittenwald, a walk of approx. 500 metres takes you to the
Water Fall Trail which leads you to the gorge. A footbridge, only 3 metres above the water, leads
to the spectacular 23 metre high waterfall (admission fee). Parking is available at the entrance to
Mittenwald. Important: the narrow gorge trail is unfortunately neither suitable for pushchairs nor for
walking dogs. Cycling is not permitted on any section of the Spirit Gorge trail between the car park
in Leutasch and the gorge kiosk in Mittenwald. We would ask you to adhere to these regulations
to enable guests to enjoy and experience the gorge to its fullest. Further information about the
Leutasch Spirit Gorge can found in the themed walking trails / Leutasch section on page 65.
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half-day hIkEs

Ganghoferweg Trail in the Gaistal Valley
Route: Leutasch / Car Park Salzbach Bridge – Hut Gaistalalm – Hut Tillfußalm
Walking time: approx. 3 hours
The trail starts at the Salzbach car park. A 200 metres walk and a short uphill climb are followed
by an easy path, free of both traffic and dust. You pass underneath the Hämmermoosalm hut and
continue on to the hut Tillfußalm situated below the 'Hubertus' hunting lodge. Further information
about Ludwig Ganghofer and the Ganghofer Museum can be found in the themed walking trails /
Leutasch section on page 86.

Ahrn – Hochfluder – Weidach / Trail nos. 18, 39, E4, 01
Route: Leutasch / Emmat – Hoher Sattel (High Saddle) – Hochfluder – Weidach
Walking time: approx. 3.5 hours
Starting in Ahrn, follow the path to the 'Hohe Sattel' (High Saddle). At the top of the hill, follow the
track to the right to the Hohe Fluder, the highest point on this hike. From there a gentle descent
takes you down to Weidach.

Neuleutasch – Wildmoos / Trail no. 40
Route: Neuleutasch – Hut Wildmoosalm
Walking time: approx. 1.5 hours
Starting at the ski-tows in Neuleutasch, follow the slight incline up to the Schiltenwiese meadow
and then continue through the woods to Wildmoos. The hut Wildmoosalm and the hut Ferienkolonie Wildmoos are situated here.
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Wettersteinhütte Alpine Hut – Wangalm Alpine Hut / Trail no. 9
Route: Leutasch / Klamm – Alpine Hut Wettersteinhütte – Alpine Hut
Wangalm – Alpine Hut Hämmermoosalm
Walking time: approx. 4 hours
Starting at the Stupfer car park at the end of the hamlet of Klamm, a steep 400 metres climb
takes you up to trail no. 9. Follow this trail to the Wettersteinhütte and to the Wangalm. The steep
track interlaced with tree roots takes you to the hut Hämmermoosalm and from there back to the
starting point.

Rauthhütte Alpine Hut / Trail no. 8 (from Obern, Moos and Klamm)
or Trail no. 99 from Buchen
Route: Leutasch / Öfen or Obern or Buchen – Alpine Hut Rauthhütte
Walking time: approx. 1.5 hours
There are 4 possible hiking routes up to the alpine hut Rauthhütte:
1. Starting in Obern, a gentle ascent followed by a steeper upward
climb take you up to the alpine hut Rauthhütte.
2. Via the 'Kalvarienberg' (Calvary) in Klamm, through the woods
until the trail joins the Obern – Rauthhütte path.
3. Starting at the Rauthhütte car park, follow the trail to your right through
the woods until it joins the Obern - Rauthütte path in Moos.
4. Starting at the Katzenloch (hole) in Buchen, follow the uphill track to the alpine hut Rauthhütte.
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Bauernwald Woods – Gießenbach / Trail no. 19
Route: Leutasch / Unterkelle – Gießenbach
Walking time: approx. 1.5 hours
Follow the road beside the panoramic display in Unterkelle and walk past the houses through
the Bauernwald woods to road Bodenstraße. To get to Gießenbach, follow this road passing the
Aukenthaler saw mills on your left after about 400 metres.

Öfen – Salzbach – Hut Hämmermoosalm / Trail nos. 7, 41
Route: Leutasch – Öfen – Salzbach - Hut Hämmermoosalm
Walking time: approx. 1.5 hours
Starting at the toll house in Klamm, cross the footbridge over the stream and follow the Beckumerweg path to the Salzbach stream. Walk along the road for about 200 metres into the Gaistal
valley and then turn off to your right onto the breathtakingly scenic Ganghoferweg trail (traffic and
dust–free). From there you can reach 3 huts – the Hämmermoosalm, the Gaistalalm and the
Tillfußalm.

Ederkanzel / Trail no. 48
Route: Leutasch / Schanz – Trail Franzosensteig – Ederkanzel
Walking time: approx. 3 hours
Starting at the panoramic display in Schanz, the road goes over the stream to where the uphill
Franzosensteig track takes you up to the Grünkopf hill. Enjoy the magnificent views before going
back downhill to the Ederkanzel or to Leutasch.
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Gleirsch Gorge Track / Trail nos. 57, 221
Route: information office – Track Isarsteig – Path Nederweg – Gorge Gleirschklamm
Walking time: approx. 3 hours, incl. 1 hour in the gorge
Not suitable for pushchairs or bikes!
Starting at the information office, cross the bridge over the river Isar and turn left before the church.
Follow the Hinterautalstraße past the hikers’ car park as far as House Taxi Mair. Turn right there
and follow the road to a slightly uphill forest track. After approx. 15 minutes you reach the turnoff
to the Isarsteig track. At the end of the track Isarsteig you join the Nederweg path. Go past the
Scharnitzer Alm hut and continue until you come to the entrance to the Gleirschklamm gorge.
Only surefooted and experienced walkers should follow the narrow track that takes you through
the rugged, picturesque gorge to the Isar valley forest track where you can either continue towards
the valley to the Amtsäge or Möslalm huts (see route description in the section Full-day Hikes).
Alternatively, you can follow the forest track back to Scharnitz.
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Via the Birzelkapelle Chapel to the Karwendelsteg / Trail no. 28
Route: information office – Chapel Birzelkapelle – Trail Karwendelsteg – Scharnitz
Walking time: approx. 2.5 hours
Starting at the information office, follow the Inrainstraße to the Isar bridge. Before the bridge turn
left, slightly uphill past Guesthouse Helga to the turnoff to the Birzelkapelle chapel. Follow the
marked path, steep at the beginning, to the chapel. Once past the chapel continue until you reach
the Karwendel valley forest track. Head towards the hut Larchetalm until you come to a turnoff
on your right which takes you to the trail Karwendelsteg. Follow the trail past a deer feeding station
until you come to a forest track that leads to the alpine hut Pleisenhütte. Turn right here towards
the inn Wiesenhof. Passing the restaurant, follow the road back to Scharnitz.

Circular walk along the Nederweg Path – Gleirschhöhe – Scharnitz / Trail no. 57
Route: Scharnitz – Path Nederweg – Gleirschhöhe – Scharnitz
Walking time: approx. 3 hours
Starting at the information office, cross the bridge over the river Isar and turn left before the church.
Go along the Hinterautalstraße towards inn Wiesenhof. Before the Gaugg quarry turn right over
the Isar bridge to join the Nederweg path. Follow this path past the hut Scharnitzer Alm to the
entrance to the Gleirschklamm gorge. Opposite the entrance there is a turnoff to your left where a
well-marked track leads you to Gleirschhöhe. Keep heading out of the valley on the forest track,
past inn Gasthof Wiesenhof and back to Scharnitz.
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full-day hIkEs

Seefeld – Scharnitz – Leutasch (Circular Walk) / Trail nos. 6, 18, 64, 65, 19, 39
Route: Seefeld – Gießenbach – Scharnitz – Leutasch
Walking time: approx. 5 – 6 hours
There are several alternatives for getting to Scharnitz:
Starting from the funicular base station, you can take the path Römerweg and the Hirnweg path
(6) to Gießenbach via Ankerschlag and then use the Stuckweg path (6) on the final section into the
centre of Scharnitz. Alternatively, you can cross over the road and the stream at Hotel Ramona in
Gießenbach to get to the Sattelsteig track (18). Another option is the path via the Bodenalm hut
where you have two alternatives – either following path no. 64 from the inn Gasthof Triendlsäge
through the Drahnbachtal valley, or following the path past the waterfall via the Kurhotel Promenade and road Heilbadstraße. Keep to your left behind the hut Bodenalm on path no. 65 and after
about 700 metres, branch off to your left before the Stundkapelle chapel onto the forest path (19).
This trail takes you a short distance along the road past the Gießenbach stream to the Sattelsteig
track (19). Keeping to the forest path, walk until you reach the Nordalpenweg path fork, turn left
onto this path uphill through the Sattelklamm gorge (18) and onto the Hoher Sattel (High Saddle).
In the field, about 200 metres beyond the hunting lodge, turn left down to Hochfluder and follow
the gentle downhill Schwarzweg path (39) towards Weidach. Passing the branch-offs to Kurblhang
and Weidach (39), walk straight ahead on path no. 38 to the Kreithlift from where the clearly signposted trail no. 1 takes you back to Seefeld via Neuleutasch and the Triendlsäge restaurant.
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Eppzirler Alm Alpine Hut / Trail nos. 6, 70, 15, 17, 10, 84
Route: Seefeld / Rosshütte Funicular Base Station – Gießenbach –
Alpine Hut Eppzirleralm – Hut Reithjoch-Alm
Walking time: approx. 3.5 hours (one-way)
Following the Römerweg and Hirnweg paths (6), walk to Gießenbach via Ankerschlag. One way of
reaching the Eppzirlertal valley is on the slightly uphill Ankerschlagsteig track (70) which branches
off the path Römerweg to the right at Schlossberg. Another option starts from the former railway
stop at Ankerschlag where a steep path to the right takes you up to the Eppzirlertal valley via the
Schlagsattel. A further alternative starts from the railway crossing in Gießenbach where you follow
the gorge that widens into the Eppzirlertal valley (15). The beautifully situated Alpine hut right at
the end of the valley is the perfect place to stop for a refreshment. For experienced hikers there is
the option of a circular hike on the winding uphill track from the hut Eppzirler Alm to the Breiter
Sattel (17), onto the Ursprungsattel (17) and through the south flanks of the Reither Spitze summit
to the Nördlinger Hütte Alpine hut. You can follow trail no. 10 to go back down to Seefeld or no.
84 via the hut Reitherjoch-Alm.

Krummer Steig Track – Schönangersteig Track / Trail nos. 81, 10, 77
Route: Rosshütte Funicular Base Station – Panorama Restaurant Rosshütte –
Seefelder Joch – Summit Seefelder Spitze – Hut Reitherjoch-Alm
Walking time: approx. 5 hours
Starting at the car park, follow the forest track (81) straight ahead towards the end of the Hermannstal valley and from there take the Krummer Steig track to your left up to the Panorama Restaurant Rosshütte. From the Rosshütte follow path no. 10 a short distance towards the Seefelder
Joch. Turn right at the tree line on to the Schönangerweg trail (77), a trail blasted into the rock
beneath the summit of the Seefelder Spitze, into the Reither Kar cirque. At the bottom end of the
cirque go right, passing under the cableway (77) and on to the high meadow. Your descent takes
you down over the ski slope and a short distance through the woods to the hut Reitherjoch-Alm
from where you can walk down to Seefeld.
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Wildmoos – Hochmoos (Circular Walk) / Trail nos. 2, 3, 37, 34, 1
Route: Seefeld / Seekirchl (Little Church on the Lake) – Hut Wildmoosalm – Hochmoos – Katzenkopf – Neuleutasch – Inn Gasthof Triendlsäge
Walking time: approx. 3.5 – 4 hours
Starting on the road Möserer Straße in front of the indoor tennis courts, your hike takes you
through Kirchwald onto the Hörmannsweg path (2) which, just before the Wildmoosalm, joins the
road coming from the riding stables in Seefeld. Walk past the hut on trail no. 3 to the hut Ferienheim Wildmoos then take the turnoff to your right (37) to the stunning viewpoint at Hochmoos.
Keeping to trail 37, climb down in a northerly direction to the Katzenkopf mountain restaurant.
From there you can either go left onto path 42 and down to Leutasch-Platzl on the Wurzelsteig
track or you can follow the Liftweg path (34) to the intersection with the Wurzelsteig track which
you follow after crossing the ski slope and toboggan track to your right, until it joins path no. 1 from
Leutasch to Seefeld. The path runs parallel to the road in parts and takes you back to Seefeld via
Neuleutasch and the Triendlsäge restaurant. There are other alternatives for returning to Seefeld,
for example path no. 3 through the Fludertal valley back to the hut Wildmoosalm.
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Mösern – Buchen – Wildmoos (Circular Walk) / Trail nos. 2, 27, 24, 37, 3, 2
Route: Seefeld / Seekirchl (Little Church on the Lake) – Mösern – Hut Lottenseehütte –
Buchen – Muggenmoos – Wildmoos – Seefeld
Walking time: approx. 4.5 hours
Starting at the Seekirchl church, walk behind the indoor tennis courts (as in previous route description) to Mösern (2) and follow the Pirschtsteig track (2) between the lake and the village to
the Lottenseehütte hut on the shores of Lottensee lake. 100 metres before the hut turn left past
the garage building, cross the golf course and go left again to Buchen (27) where you can enjoy a
lovely view of the Inn valley. Pass the inns Gasthof Ropferstub’m and Gasthaus Buchener
Höhe (paths 27 and 24 respectively) and follow the Schlagweg path to Muggenmoos. Here the
Schlagsteig track branches off to the right (37) and brings you to the hut Ferienheim Wildmoos (holiday home). Both the Hörmannweg path and the road that leads back to Seefeld can be reached
via the hut Wildmoosalm (3).
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full-day hIkEs

Through the Gaistal Valley to the Seebenalm Alpine Hut / Trail nos. 7, 23A
Route: Car Park Leutasch Salzbach – Path Ganghoferweg –
Lake Igelsee – Alpine Hut Seebenalm
Walking time: approx. 4 – 5 hours
The Gaistal valley is about 16 kilometres long and is a starting point for many lovely hikes that
branch off from the valley. This picturesque walking path branches off from the Gaistal valley road
after about 200 metres. From here follow the road into the Gaistal valley past the Igelsee lake to
the alpine hut Seebenalm.

Through the Bergleintal Valley to the Meilerhütte Alpine Hut / Trail no. 22
Route: Leutasch / Reindlau – Alpine Hut Meilerhütte
Walking time: approx. 6 hours
Starting at the Hubertushof hotel in Reindlau, follow the road to the Bergleinbach stream. The
track takes you left along the stream into the Bergleintal valley and along the foot of the Öfelekopf
mountain to the alpine hut Meilerhütte.
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High Pasture / Alpine Hut Hike above the Gaistal Valley / Trail nos. 12, 41, 45
Route: Leutasch / Car Park Stupfer – Alpine Hut Wettersteinhütte – Alpine Hut Wangalm – Alpine
Hut Rotmoosalm – Alpine Hut Steinernes Hüttl – Alpine Hut Tillfußalm – Path Ganghoferweg
Walking time: approx. 8 hours
The climb to the Wettersteinhütte and the Wangalm begins at the Salzbach car park. The spectacular south-facing trail leads you via the Roßberg to the Rotmoosalm and on to the Steienernes
Hüttl. From there the walk takes you downhill to the Tillfußalm from where you can follow the
Ganghoferweg path back to the starting point. This is a breathtaking hike at an altitude of around
2,000 metres following the line of the Teufelsgrat ridge above. This hike brings you through some
of the best areas for spotting wildlife such as marmots and chamois. It’s not uncommon here to
see herds of chamois numbering over 30 animals.

Tillfußalm Alpine Hut – Steinernes Hüttl Alpine Hut / Trail no. 45
Route: Alpine Hut Tillfußalm – Alpine Hut Steinernes Hüttl
Walking time: approx. 1.5 hours
The track winds up from the Tillfußalm beside the hunting lodge 'Hubertus' to the Steinernes Hüttl.
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Experience the wonders of nature while hiking...
or:
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Hikers looking for that dream trail occasionally
comes across something special...
Us, for instance!
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full-day hIkEs

Nördlinger Hütte Alpine Hut – Solsteinhaus Alpine House /
Trail nos. 84, 11, 17, 74, 211 / 212, 16
Route: Reith / By-pass road (Maximilianhütte) – Hut Reitherjoch-Alm – Nördlinger Hütte –
Solsteinhaus
Walking time: approx. 8 hours
Starting at the turnoff to the Maximilianhütte (Ichthyol plant), take the road up to the Maximilianshütte then branch off to your left up to the Reitherjoch-Alm hut. Behind the hut go left through the
woods, past the now disused Meinhard mine, over the Alpine meadow passing below the peaks
of the Härmelekopf and Reither Spitze mountains on to trail no. 10 which takes you to the hut
Nördlinger Hütte. Optionally, you can go right at the Reitherjoch-Alm, past a digging site belonging
to the Ichthyol plant, onto the other side of a ditch followed by a steep climb to the Nördlinger
Hütte (84). One possible descent from the Nördlinger Hütte is down to Reith via the private hut
Schartlehnerhaus on the west flank of the Rauchenkopf (11) – walking time approx. 2.5 hours climbing down, about 3.5 hours climbing up from Reith. From the hut Nördlinger Hütte continue in an
easterly direction through the south-facing slopes of the peak Reither Spitze to the Ursprungsattel
(17) and from there turn right. The hike continues through gorges and over areas of craggy rock
(mostly very close to the height of the ridge) until you are beneath the Erlturm peak, and eventually
you come onto trail no. 211 / 212 which takes you down to the alpine house Solsteinhaus. This
is a route that requires stamina and Alpine experience. From the Ursprungsattel you can either
go down to your left (74) through the Wimmertal valley into the Eppzirlertal valley on to trail no. 15
(2.5 hours from the Nördlinger Hütte). Alternatively, you can go down to the saddle below the Ursprungsattel, turn right and go down to the hut Eppzirler Alm on trail no. 17 (45 minutes from the
Ursprungsattel). From the Ursprungsattel follow trail no. 17 and then, on the saddle south of the
Suntigköpfl, turn onto trail no. 74 and cross over at half height to the other side of the valley basin
to the starting point for the climb up to the Eppzirler Scharte. Staying on trail no. 211, descend to
the alpine house Solsteinhaus. From the Solsteinhaus, the track via the south flank to the peak of
the Erlspitze (88 – good views) is in rather poor condition and Alpine know-how is a must (fixedrope route, only suitable for those with experience) – walking time: approx. 1.5 hours. To climb
down from the Solsteinhaus, follow trail no. 16 past the Solnalm, through the Brunnental valley to
Hochzirl (railway station), approx. 1.5 hours. From there you can take the train back to Seefeld or
you can walk down into the Schossbachtal gorge and back up the other side to Leithen (14). On
trail no. 14 you can return to Seefeld via Reith and path Römerweg (6).
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Hike to the Source of the River Isar – Kastenalm Alpine Hut / Trail no. 224
Route: Scharnitz – Gleirschhöhe – Source of the Isar – Kastenalm
Walking time: approx. 6 hours
Starting at the information office, cross the bridge over the river Isar, turn left before the church and
follow the road Hinterautalstraße. Pass by the car park into the Hinterautal valley. At Gleirschhöhe
take the road to the left towards the source of the Isar. From the source of the Isar continue into
the valley to the hut Kastenalm, where refreshments are available in the summer months. Take the
same route back to Scharnitz.

Through the Karwendeltal Valley to the Larchetalm Alpine Hut / Trail nos. 28, 201
Route: Scharnitz – Chapel Birzelkapelle – Alpine Hut Larchetalm (no service) – Scharnitz
Walking time: approx. 5 hours
Starting at the information office, walk left along the road, via Inrain to the Isar bridge. Turn left here
and a short uphill walk takes you past Guesthouse Helga to the turnoff to the Birzelkapelle chapel.
Follow this lovely track, steep in places, to the chapel. Once past the chapel you join the forest
track to the Karwendeltal valley. Follow this track until you reach the hut Larchetalm (no service).
You can either return on the same route via the Birzelkapelle chapel or you can stay on the forest
track towards Scharnitz.
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Through the Karwendeltal Valley to the Karwendelhaus Alpine House / Trail nos. 28, 201
Route: Scharnitz – Hut Larchetalm (no service) – Alpine House Karwendelhaus - Scharnitz
Walking time: approx. 8 hours
Starting at the information office, walk left along the road, via Inrain to the Isar bridge. Turn left here
and a short uphill walk takes you past Guesthouse Helga to the turnoff to the Birzelkapelle chapel.
Follow this lovely track, steep in places, to the chapel. Once past the chapel you join the forest
track to the Karwendeltal valley. Follow this track until you reach the Larchetalm hut (no service).
Continue along the forest track towards the alpine house Karwendelhaus – the track becomes
steeper and winds up past the high pastures on the last section to the Karwendelhaus. Return to
Scharnitz on the same forest track through the Karwendeltal valley.

Pleisenhütte Alpine hut / Trail no. 28
Route: Scharnitz – Inn Wiesenhof – Alpine Hut Pleisenhütte
Walking time: approx. 2.5 hours to the hut, a further two hours to the summit
Starting at the information office, cross the bridge over the river Isar and turn left before the church.
Follow the road Hinterautalstraße, past the hikers’ car park towards inn Gasthof Wiesenhof. Just
before the inn turn left onto the forest path to the alpine hut Pleisenhütte. From the hut Pleisenhütte you can continue on to the Pleisenspitze summit following the marked trail (see description
on page 53). Return to Scharnitz by the same route. Another option to the alpin hut Pleisenhütte
would be to walk trough the Karwendeltal valley via the path Karwendelsteg (walking time approx.
1 hour more). See the half-day hike route description on page 38.
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Amtsäge Alpine Hut, Kristenalm Alpine Hut, Möslalm Alpine Hut / Trail nos. 221, 16, 213
Route: Scharnitz – Gleirschhöhe – Valley Gleirschtal – Amtsäge – Kristenalm – Möslalm
Walking time: approx. 6 hours
Starting at the information office, cross the bridge over the river Isar and turn left before the church.
Follow the road Hinterautalstraße, past the hikers’ car park towards inn Gasthof Wiesenhof. Continue on to Gleirschhöhe where you then take the forest track to your right towards the Gleirschtal
valley. Before the hut Amtsäge, take the turnoff to your right. A walk of about an hour takes you up
to the hut Kristenalm. If you go straight ahead rather than taking the turnoff to your right, you come
to the hut Amtsäge, the forest track to the right of which takes you, in about 15 minutes, to the hut
Möslalm. You can either return to Scharnitz by the same route or you can hike back through the
rugged, picturesque Gleirschklamm gorge (NB: only for experienced walkers).

Hallerangeralm Alpine Hut, Hallerangerhaus Alpine House / Trail no. 224
Route: information office – Gleirschhöhe – Valley Hinterautal – Source of the River Isar – Alpine Hut
Kastenalm – Lafatscher Niederleger – Alpine Hut Hallerangeralm– Alpine House Hallerangerhaus –
Scharnitz
Walking time: 8 hours
Starting at the information office, cross the bridge over the river Isar and turn left before the church.
Follow the road Hinterautalstraße, past the Karwendel car park towards the inn Gasthof Wiesenhof. Continue on to Gleirschhöhe where you take the forest track to your left towards the source
of the river Isar. Cross over a little bridge just before the Kastenalm Alpine hut then go up a steep
track past the Lafatscher Niederleger to mountain meadows Halleranger. When you reach the
pastures the path splits, left to the hut Hallerangeralm or right to the alpine house Hallerangerhaus.
Return to Scharnitz by the same route.
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Over the Seefelder Spitze Summit, 2,221 m
Route: Seefeld – Rosshütte Funicular – Seefelder Joch – Summit Seefelder Spitze – Reither Kar
– Reither Joch – Härmelekopf
Walking time: Seefelder Joch – Seefelder Spitze: 40 min., a further 1.5 hours to Härmelkopf
Total time: 2 hours strenuous walking, stamina required
This hike starts at the Rosshütte mountain railway. Take the funicular (situated directly beyond the
by-pass road in the east of Seefeld) up to the top station and from there take the cable-car up to
the Seefelder Joch at a height of 2,060 m. Follow the grass ridge, wide at the start, in a southerly
direction to a narrower ridge over to the Seefelder Spitze summit at an altitude of 2,220 m where
Alpine choughs swoop over hikers’ heads. The track now is a challenging one. It leads you along
just to the right of the southern ridge, through some slightly craggy areas, down into a gap onto
the other side of the ridge and down to the 'Törl' (Little Gateway) at a height of 2,122 m. Keeping
to your right, you come to a fork in the path. Follow the path to your left along the foot of the rock
face over some rocks to the Reither Joch. Take the track in a north-westerly direction and descend
diagonally over steep slopes down to the Härmelekopf at a height of 2,034 m where you can take
the cable-car high over the Hermannstal valley back to the Rosshütte top station. Here you can
either walk back down to the valley or you can use the funicular once again to get down to the
base station. This hike offers breathtaking views, as well as a vast panoramic view of the mountain
region surrounding Seefeld.
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Gehrenspitze Summit, 2,367 m / Trail nos. 9, 46
Route: Leutasch / Lehner - Puittal Valley – Scharnitzjoch – Gehrenspitze
Walking time: approx. 4 to 5.5 hours
Starting just after the hamlet of Lehner, cross the Puitbach stream and follow the path on the left
to Puitegg. Continue through the Puittal valley to Scharnitzjoch. Following the markings, pass the
Erinnerungshütte Alpine hut (no refreshments available) and then on to the little church on the
Gehrenspitze summit where you can leave your mark in the summit log-book beside the summit
cross. With a bit of luck, a trained eye will be able to spot chamois or marmots here in their natural
habitat. There are two alternatives for climbing back down – you can either go back the same
route you came, or you can walk from Scharnitzjoch back to Leutasch via the Wangalm and the
Wettersteinhütte Alpine huts. This is a beautiful hike offering a stunning panoramic view on the
Olympiaregion Seefeld.

Rotmoosalm Alpine hut, 2,030 m and Predigtstuhl Summit, 2,234 m / Trail nos. 44, 12
Route: Leutasch / Salzbach Car Park – Rotmoosalm – Predigtstuhl
Ascent: approx. 5 hours
The trail follows a gentle climb taking you over open Alpine meadows and further on through
sparse woodland to the Leitenbach stream. A track takes you up to the road to the alpine hut
Rotmoosalm. Walk over lush green slopes to grass-covered saddle from where you can climb up
through rugged rocks to the Predigtstuhl summit and enjoy the glorious view.
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Hohe Munde Summit, 2,662 m / Trail no. 8
Route: Car Park Rauthhütte – Alpine Hut Rauthhütte – ViewPoint Zugspitzblick – Hohe Munde
Eastern Summit
Ascent: approx. 5 hours
This hike starts at the Rauthhütte car park in Leutasch-Moos. Follow the path to the right through
the woods until it joins the path from Obern to the hut Rauthütte. Initially the trail takes you upwards over grazing land to the Zugspitzblick viewpoint before you cross through a pine forest belt
onto Alpine scree terrain. The following section over the eastern ridge to the eastern summit (2,
592 m) is steep and rocky. The western summit can be reached via the gap in the ridge. You can
go down the same route you came up or, after crossing the ridge via the Niedere Munde, you can
go down to Telfs via the Strassberghaus Alpine hut.

Hoher Sattel (High Saddle) – Große Ahrnspitze Summit, 2,196 m – Unter Leutasch / Trail no. 4
Starting point: Leutasch / Emmat – Hoher Sattel (High Saddle) – Alpine Hut Ahrnhütte – Ahrnspitze
Ascent: approx. 4 hours
The ascent up to the Hoher Sattel (High Saddle) starts in Ahrn. From there, follow the constant
uphill track directly up to the left of the hunting lodge along the area known as Lange Brand (plant
cover burnt away through carelessness). The Große Ahrnspitze summit can be reached from the
hut in about 50 minutes. (Do not go on to the right-hand peak – it is particularly dangerous due to
crumbling rocks). The descent takes you back down to the summit Ahrnspitze where you go left
at the hut towards the indications Achterköpfe-Riedbergscharte and from there left through the
woods to inn Gasthof Mühle in Unterleutasch.
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Pleissenhütte Alpine Hut, 1,757 m and Pleisenspitze Summit, 2,569 m / Trail no. 28
Route: Scharnitz – Alpine Hut Pleisenhütte – Summit Pleisenspitze
Walking time to the hut: approx. 2.5 hours - straighforward hike
Walking time to the summit: a further 2.5 hours – high Alpine hike
Starting at the information office, turn left before the church and follow the road Hinterautalstraße,
past the hikers’ car park and on to the inn Gasthof Wiesenhof. The forest path starts to the left of
the inn through wide open forests taking you to the foot of the mountain. From there branch off
diagonally to the right and, after walking through a steep pine forest, you arrive at the alpine hut
Pleisenhütte where you can rest and enjoy a drink on the lovely south-facing sun terrace. Relax
and take in the breathtaking view of the eight surrounding mountain ranges. Fit hikers can continue
their climb up to the Pleisenspitze summit. Go diagonally upwards behind the hut into the Vorderkar
cirque through an interesting karst landscape with several vertical caves. From there, go right onto
the Pleisen, then westwards and upwards alongside the ridge to reach the spectacular summit and
enjoy the breathtaking views. Your descent back down to Scharnitz follows the same route.

Hohe Gleirsch Summit, 2,492 m / Trail no. 221
Route: Scharnitz - Gleirschhöhe – Valley Gleirschtal - Hut Amtsäge – Gleirscher Riegelkar – Hoher
Gleirsch – Sagkopf – Hut Amtsäge – Scharnitz
Duration: approx. 8 hours (partly by bike)
Scharnitz’s landmark mountain offers fantastic views of all the peaks and valleys of the western
Karwendel mountain range. One way of reaching its summit is to combine mountain biking with
mountain hiking! Cycling to the Amtsäge hut saves you a considerable amount of walking time.
Starting at the information office, cross the bridge and turn left before the church and follow the
road Hinterautalstraße, past the hikers’ car park towards the inn Gasthof Wiesenhof. Follow the
forest track to the Gleirschhöhe where you keep to your right and you reach the hut Amtsäge via
the so-called 'Krapfen' track and the Gleirschtal valley. You can leave your bike here and follow the
marked trail up to the summit of the Hohe Gleirsch.
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Große Ahrnspitze Summit, 2,196m / Trail nos. 21, 20, 18
Route: Scharnitz – Porta Claudia Fortress Ruins – Ahrnsattel – Summit Ahrnspitze - Hoher Sattel
(High Saddle)
Walking time: approx. 6 hours
Starting at the north end of Scharnitz, behind the former customs office, cross over the Isar
bridge and turn right, passing underneath the Porta Claudia fortress, up the Ahrnsattel flank into
the Hasellähne basin. Continue up the steep, winding track (21) to the Unterstandhütte hut (no
refreshments available). From there continue to climb up the track, with fixed ropes in some areas,
to the summit of the Große Ahrnspitze (Alpine experience required). Your reward is an extraordinarily beautiful view of the surrounding mountains. Coming down from the summit, use the same
route to begin with. Afterwards you can opt to take path no. 20 via the area known as the Brunst
(an area with no vegetation, burnt due to carelessness) to the Hoher Sattel (High Saddle). Take
into consideration however, that this area can become very hot during fine weather due to lack of
tree cover. From the Hoher Sattel follow the Nordalpenweg path on the left via the Sattelstiege (18)
down to the forest track which runs along the left bank of the Gießenbach stream back to Scharnitz. The marked trail from the Hoher Sattel to the Ahrnplattenspitze summit is only recommended
for very experienced Alpine hikers!
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Brunnsteinspitze Summit, 2,180 m / Trail no. 27
Starting point: Scharnitz - Alpine Hut Brunnsteinhütte – Summit Brunnsteinspitze
Walking time: approx. 5 hours
Starting at the former customs office in Scharnitz, follow the main road towards Mittenwald. Cross
the road and the railway line at the petrol station, and follow the road towards Mittenwald. Turn left
at the farm and you come to the track that leads from Mittenwald up to the alpine hut Brunnsteinhütte (1,523 m). Continue via the Brunnsteinsteig track up to the alpine hut Tiroler Hütte (2,153
m – no refreshments available) and up to the Brunnsteinspitze summit where you can take in the
magnificent views of Scharnitz. The descent via the Brunnsteinkopf is steep and strenuous (NB:
the entrance to the track is quite hard to find) and takes you back down to Scharnitz over the Birzelgrat ridge and the Adlerkanzel viewpoint. You can, however, climb back down from the summit
Brunnsteinspitze by the same route used for the ascent, via the alpine hut Brunnsteinhütte.

Grubenkarspitze Summit, 2,663 m / Trail no. 224
Route: Scharnitz – Alpine Hut Kastenalm – Rossloch – Ridge Rosskar – Grubenkarspitze
Walking time: approx. 7.5 hours
This tour also gives you the opportunity of combining mountain biking with mountain hiking! Follow
the road from the Karwendel hikers’ car park to the inn Gasthof Wiesenhof and continue through
the Hinterautal valley past the hut Kastenalm (cycle this section if possible, walking involves an extra
2.5 hours). From here continue on foot into the Roßloch to the meadows 'Hintere Böden'. Here you
more or less follow a stream bed into the Rosskar cirque. The path to the Dreizinkenspitze peak soon
branches off to the left – ignore it and instead continue straight on and upwards. The trail along the
foot of the western ridge is quite steep up to the Rosslochspitze summit. Keep to your left on the
rocks climbing over wide, steep areas of scree up to the south ridge of the peak Grubenkarspitze.
The summit can be reached along this ridge. Descent: follow the ascent route down.
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Birkkarspitze Summit, 2,749 m / Trail nos. 201, 25
Starting point: Scharnitz – Alpine Hut Karwendelhaus – Ridge Schlaukar – Summit Birkkarspitze
Walking time: approx. 6.5 hours
Here’s another tour which gives you the opportunity to combine mountain biking with mountain
hiking! Starting at the hikers’ car park, follow the road to the venison wholesaler 'Wildfleischhandel
Gaugg'. Cross the bridge there and turn left towards the Karwendeltal valley. The climb is steep
at the beginning as far as the Birzelkapelle chapel. Continue on the forest track to the Larchetalm
Alpine hut (food and drink available), then on through the beautiful Karwendeltal valley with a final
ascent up to the alpine hut Karwendelhaus. From there, a steep, winding track takes you into and
through the Schlaukar cirque and onto a scree track up to the Schlauchkarsattel (2,639 m). Caution: there is old snow lying on the steep slopes before the saddle almost all summer long! From the
saddle, walk in an easterly direction to the little Birkkarhüttl (no refreshments available) mountain
refuge where a fixed-steel-rope section leads you over the craggy rock to the summit (2,749 m).
The descent follows the same route as the ascent.
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Themed walks

Eagle’s Trail
If you are walking in the Tyrol there is one name you should look out for: the Eagle’s Trail. This is a
long-distance hiking route that not only crosses the whole province but also offers views into the
nooks and crannies of the fascinating history of the Tyrol. Keen hikers can choose from 280km
of routes and 126 different day tours from this unusual trail that crosses the province from east to
west. There are also plenty of side trails which connect onto it, as well as a section in the East Tyrol
with plenty of beautiful locations and places of cultural interest.
Two stages of the Eagle’s Trail go through the Olympiargion Seefeld:
Stage 10 – In the Magical Kingdom of the Karwendel Maples (Falkenhütte (1848 m) - Karwendelhaus (1771 m)) Height difference of around 400m climbing and around 500m descending
Stage 11 – On the Crowning Stage of the Eagle’s Trail (Karwendelhaus (1771 m) - Hallerangerhaus/alm (1768 m)) Height difference of around 1550m climbing and around 1550m descending
More information and a description of the complete route can be found on the website:
www.adlerweg.tirol.at
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Way of St. James
The Way of St. James, (also known as the Camino de Santiago), is an ancient pilgrimage route
which crosses Europe, and Spain in particular. Millions of people have walked it over the past few
centuries. A cross-border section of the Way of St. James – the Isar-Loisach-Leutascher AcheInn section – connects the Munich Way, the South-East Bavarian Way and the Tyrolean Way. The
Munich Way of St. James leads from Munich to Schäftlarn Monastery. From there the path takes
walkers in 12 stages along the banks of the Isar and Loisach rivers, past Beuerberg Monastery
where it joins the South-East Bavarian Way of St. James, then on to Benediktbeuern Monastery,
past the Kochelsee and Walchensee lakes into the Karwendel Alps. By crossing through the Leutasch valley, pilgrim walkers can connect to the Tyrolean Way of St. James near the village of Mötz
in the Inn Valley. The path is renowned not only for the diverse natural landscape through which it
leads, but also for the places of religious, cultural and art-historical significance through which it
passes. Churches, paintings and altars in honour of St. James pay testimony to the trail’s historical significance. The Leutaschtal valley is characterised by a gently undulating, lush landscape, a
landscape that, for many, has remained a well-kept secret. Farming traditions and a rural culture
that follow the cycle of the seasons are the defining characteristics of the 16 km-long valley which
is made up of a string of 24 tiny hamlets.
Route Leutasch/Buchen:
At the start of the natural spectacle of the Leutaschklamm gorge, you can choose to walk via the
Gletscherschliff mountain hut or via the Höllkapelle chapel (a historical Way of St. James chapel
dedicated to the pilgrims); both paths lead to the entrance to the picturesque Leutaschtal valley.
From here, continue along the road to the ruins of the Porta Claudia, a former imposing border
fortification (17th century). The route continues to the right over the bridge at the Zenzn and Itzl
chapel and on to the church in Unterleutasch. Dedicated to St. John the Baptist, it offers a tranquil
spot to rest and linger. The walk continues to the left a few metres past the church along the banks
of the crystal-clear Leutascher Ache stream. In the hamlet of Ahrn the path crosses to the other
side of the valley to the authentic, rustic hamlets of Lehner and Gasse where pilgrim walkers are
greeted by several traditional farmhouses characteristic of the valley here. As you leave Gasse, the
Way of St. James offers a stunning view of the Hohe Munde mountain and, in front of it, the Church of St. Magdalene which you reach after passing the Ganghofer Museum. From there, the walk
continues past the farm produce shop, over the lower meadow path to the Schneiderliasnkapelle
chapel (St. Florian Chapel) in the hamlet of Plaik. The chapel’s interior holds an interesting story
about Santiago de Compostela. From here the 'camino' takes you through the hamlets of Obern
and Moos where further sacred treasures accompany your way. By following the trail through the
so-called 'Katzenloch' (cat’s hole), you leave the Leutasch high plateau behind you and continue
on towards the Inn valley. For further information, visit www.auf-dem-jakobsweg.info
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Geological Nature Trail 'Hermannstal'
An interesting geological trail leads from the Kurpark through the Hermannstal. Erratic boulders from
the region and their origins are described at seven stations on the way up from the Seefeld Kurpark
to the Woldrichsteig in the Hermannstal, starting with granite through to schist and different types
of gneiss and on to meta-andesite. You don’t have to be a geologist to see that there is plenty to
discover. A folder with more details about this trail can be found in the Seefeld information office.

Way of imperator Maximilian
This walking path runs around Seefeld’s Wildsee lake and offers visitors a wealth of information about
the development of this unique landscape. The starting point for the themed walk is located south
of Hotel Seespitz. From here, you walk in a southerly direction to the ‘Reither Moor' where you then
follow the circular trail which eventually brings you back to the starting point. 11 information boards
offer interesting information about the lake, the ‘Reither Moor’ marsh, the flora, fauna and climate,
and also about the history of the area, the forces of nature at play here and attempts to tame them.
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Way of the Cross
This stroll takes about an hour and starts at the Tourist Office in Seefeld. The Pfarrhügel hill in Seefeld is an attraction for young and old: this is where Seefeld’s newly built Stations of the Cross trail
(open since 2000) begins, with its 14 stations. It starts at St. Oswald’s Church, just across from the
Tourist Office, and leads over the Pfarrhügel, where at the stone circle it comes to an end. With the
help of these 23-ton boulders placed in a certain arrangement reflecting a constellation of stars,
the Last Supper is symbolically depicted. According to an idea of the writer Winfried Werner Linde,
this power spot at the highest point of the Pfarrhügel is meant to be a peaceful meeting place for
people of all world religions. Information panels on the hill provide details. This hill is a special experience for kids - they love to climb up on the boulders or pick flowers from the dense flora on
the hill, or simply tumble about as the urge takes them, while the adults sit on a bench and enjoy
nature in its gentlest form. Anyone interested can also take part in the cultural stroll (see description
below). From the Pfarrhügel hill, the stroll continues to Seefeld’s Lake Wildsee, which can be seen
from above. We walk down the hill on the lake side and take the path on the right shore of the
lake. At Café Sonja, on the left shore, we enter a tiny wood, a favourite playground for squirrels
and birds. A nut vending machine there enables children to feed the animals and observe them
from close up. On the other side of the lake, you arrive at Restaurant Strandperle and a children’s
playground, inviting the kids to play on the swings, slide, etc. Walk past Hotel Seespitz, back to
the pedestrian zone, and to the point of departure, Seefeld’s Tourist Office.

Guided cultural walk
Learn all about the history of Seefeld (and its major landmarks), as well as about the Seefeld of
today, with qualified tourist guide Alexandra Glatzl. Once a week (presumably from End-June to
End-September and from December to March), every Wednesday at 10.00 am, meeting point
Seefeld information office, duration approx. 2 hours. The guided walks are conducted in German
and English, and in Italian if required – no booking necessary. Children are free of charge, dogs are
welcome (days and times may be subject to change).
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‘Achweg’ trail
After the implementation of the flood water protection project, the Leutasch local council created
the themed walking path ‘Lebensraum Ache’ (river habitat) along the banks of the Leutascher Ache
in the Weidach area. The aim of the walk is to arouse interest in nature and the countryside. The
themed path was designed by Mag. Traute Scheiber from the Civil Engineering Office for Biology.
Those who enjoy walking, as well as those simply in search of relaxation, can find out, by means
of ten information boards, all about the following topics: Dynamics of the Mountain Stream; Life in
a Water Droplet; Fish Fauna; Life on the River Bed; Birds on and around Water; Bioengineering;
Pioneer Vegetation; Floodplain Vegetation; The German Tamarisk; Initiatives in Bioengineering.

Valley 'Gaistal'
Mountain Pasture Paradise in the Valley 'Gaistal'
The romantic Gaistal, where the untouched beauty of nature can still be experienced, stretches
from the hamlet of Klamm in the Upper Leutasch valley in a westerly direction into the Alpine world
between the Mieminger range and the Wetterstein mountains. The five car parks between Klamm
and the end of the road at Salzbach are the departure points for the walks to the nine manned
mountain huts. The Gaistal is on the one hand the archetypal home of the mountain pasture and
on the other hand maintains the unmistakeable and original properties of a mountain landscape.
The scenery constantly changes on both sides: jagged corries; the shimmering green of the high
pastures; mountain meadows and white-grey blocks of rock. The turquoise green of the Leutascher Ache, which is known as the Gaistalache here, accompanies mountain bikers up the trail
to the Igelsee, where the untamed stream emerges from the Breitenkopfkar. The mountain surroundings mean that a visitor might see deer, mountain goats, golden eagles or possibly bearded
vultures. At any rate, they will be surprised by the whistles of the marmots, who are hard at work
with their building in the area between the Rotmoosalm and the Hochfeldernalm.
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Spirit Gorge
Everyone has heard of goblins, gremlins and all those other spirits. According to the legends, their
homes are to be found where nature is still unspoilt, although very few humans have managed to
actually see any of these creatures. But in the Leutasch Gorge, that is exactly what could happen.
It is a place of mysterious reality and real mystery. It is the realm of the Spirit of the Gorge, who
gets up to all kinds of tricks deep down in his roaring castle of bottomless whirlpools and foaming
maelstroms, of thundering waterfalls and bizarre rock formations. An exciting path leads down
to the home of the Spirit of the Gorge and his gorge goblins. So leave the ordinary world behind
and immerse yourself in the mysteries of the Mountain Spirit Gorge! Three paths exist through the
realm of the spirit of the gorge. The 3000-meter-long Mountain Spirit Gorge Trail runs for part of the
way on an exciting 800-meter-long man-made section. At the various stops the Spirit of the Gorge
has all kinds of mysteries and secrets to tell us about his realm. The 1900-meter-long Goblin Trail
leads from the Mittenwald Gorge kiosk, past glacier-polished rock into the Leutasch Gorge. At the
individual stations, the goblins tell us about the geology and the various rocks in Leutasch Gorge
and about the impacts of the glaciers during the Ice Age. At the end of the gorge near Mittenwald,
the Waterfall Trail leads deep down into Leutasch Gorge and finishes at a 23-meter-high waterfall
(charge for admission – € 2,00 for adults, € 1,00 for children).
Important Note
The narrow Klammsteig is unfortunately not suitable for children’s strollers or baby carriages or
dogs. Bikes are prohibited on all parts of the Gorge trails between the Leutasch parking lot and
Mittenwald Gorge Kiosk. To walk through the gorge you should have a good head for heights. We
ask you, in the interests of all visitors, to adhere to these rules. Thank you.
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Peace Walk
Route: Mösern / Seewaldalm Car Park – Lake Möserer See – Peace Bell
Walking time: approx. 90 minutes
There are 7 stops of interest en-route from Mösern to the Möserersee lake and around the lake
itself before heading towards Hotel Tyrol, inn Gasthof Menthof and on to the Möserer Kirchl church. The walk finishes at the Peace Bell. More information about the Peace Bell and the stops of
interest on the Peace Walk can be found on page 92.

Calvary
The Kalvarienberg is located to the north of the church. On this hill, a semicircular building with
an open, triangular gable, accommodates the Crucification Group dating from around 1830: Jesus Christ on the cross with the two thieves, Mary, St. John and Mary Magdalene appear as
supporting figures painted on wooden panels and presumably date from before the carving. The
frescos painted in the style of Leopold Puellacher depict God the Father encompassed by clouds
looking down on Jerusalem. The narrow, winding path leading to the Kalvarienberg originally contained eight station chapels in the form of wayside shrines, which were increased to 11 in 1989.
Various local families maintain the chapels according to regulations agreed on 1 June 1841. In
1988 / 89, the inhabitants of Mösern helped restore the Kalvarienberg in a great communal effort
by working uncountable hours and with each family making substantial financial donations. Three
chapels were added to the path leading to the Kalvarienberg. The first containing a Nazarene
painting, 'Christ’s Farewell', by Maria Theresia Striegl dated 1899. The following chapels hold
paintings by Prof. Heinrich with scenes from the passion. The old, existing frescoes were retained,
and the paintings on asbestos-cement sliding from the individual stations were transferred to the
foreground. By autumn 2007, the path up to the Kalvarienberg will also have been improved and
will have been linked to the Peace Bell Walk and the centre of Mösern. The Kalvarienberg is also
recorded in the EU atlas of Europe‘s Holy Mountains.
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Path of the Bees
The path of the bees permits you to deepen your knowledge of the mysterious life of honeybees.
Already at the very first station (starting in Reith, going in the direction of Seefeld) the Kneipp area
St. Florian in Reith, which beckons you to an attractive refreshing 'cure' on hot summer days, you
learn interesting facts about the community life of the tiny honey suppliers. From here, hike in easy
going fashion along a pretty wooded trail quite suitable for children’s strollers and baby carriages in
the direction of stream Niederbach and the Ichthyol plant, the final station of the Path of the Bees.
You pass a total of 10 stations, each with interesting information about the life of the bees. Several
benches along the path invite you to pause for a bit and enjoy the fresh air and the beauties of nature. Just before reaching stream Niederbach, the high point of the hike is reached – Austria’s first
'bee hotel'. It provides both practical and intimate insights into the beehives with individual housing
for various bee species. On request (at the Tourist Office Reith), we can also provide guided walks
with a qualified apiculturist, who will explain the details of the various species of bees with the help
of beekeeping devices and illustrated panels. A guided hike also permits you to gaze through a
glass window at the busy industriousness of the colony at the bee hotel. An exciting nature study
for the entire family is guaranteed.
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Cultural Hiking Trail
Reith‘s cultural hiking trail leads from Reith to Leithen and back again. Along this hike, you discover
historic monuments and get to know a bit of local history.
Station 1: Information office Reith
Reith was first documented in 1095. Count Berchtold von Andechs donated part of the so-called
Scharnitzwald, today’s Reith, to the Benediktbeuren monastery in 1157. The monks started to
clear (German: roden) the forest, from which activity the name Reith originates. A brief history of
our municipality and an explanation of its Coat of Arms can be found on the information board next
to the information office.
Station 2: Music Pavilion
Between the years 1914-1918, all men fit for military service were sent to the front line. 13 men
from Reith never returned home from World War I. During the Second World War (1939-1945) at
least 15 men from our community were killed in action. Towards the end of the war, the village
was utterly destroyed. 6 heavy bombing raids were carried out over the area and destroyed the
iron bridge over the stream Gurgelbach. The 'bombing year' 1945 was a genuine catastrophe for
Reith. 22 houses were completely destroyed. A further 12 houses, the church and the school were
badly damaged. Only after reconstruction the form and shape of the village changed significantly,
when some people were relocated outside the over-populated village.
Station 3: 'Sunnroan' trail
The Karwendelbahn was built after the plans of the Innsbruck architect Josef Riehl and is still
considered to be a masterpiece of engineering skill today, taking its place among the great bridges
and tunnels of the era. Our village is in the immediate vicinity on the so-called 'Sunnroan' - the
sunny slope. Enjoy the splendid view over the Inntal.
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Station 4: Parish Church
Since 1391 the church in Reith is known as 'St. Nikolaus Kirchlein'. Our patron saint, St. Nikolaus,
has long been treasured by the local inhabitants. The nave and tower were newly built between
1832 and 1835. Unfortunately, a large fire completely destroyed the church and the rest of the
village in 1892. Particularly beautiful wall paintings were added during the reconstruction between
1911 and 1921. After the bombing raids in 1945, it was re-built again, and completed in 1950.
The interior of the church was comprehensively renovated in 1989 / 90 and now appears in its full
splendour once more.
Station 5: Milestone
In 1703, Bavarian soldiers plundered the village, toppling the statue of St. Nikolaus from its pedestal and smashing it. Ever since then, the milestone here stands as a memorial and a warning. The
milestone is beside the village road in the direction of Leithen where the road forks to the right, to
Meilerhof.
Station 6: Votive Shrine to Our Lady
Right at the upper border between Zirl and Leithen, a votive shrine with a beautiful carved statue
of Our Lady stood for centuries. After 1900, the wood of the shrine began to deteriorate, so the
young farmers from Leithen erected the plaster columns which can be seen today. It is said that
someone tried to examine the carved statue with a knife and blood began to flow from the wood,
so he immediately stopped. Unfortunately, the Madonna and Child statue was stolen in 1972.
Station 7: St. Magnus Chapel
The St. Magnus Chapel in Leithen used to be in the middle of the village next to a milestone and,
according to legend, is even older than the church in Reith. The chapel was dismantled in 1980
and re-built in its original form just 50 meters to the north, on a small hill. St. Magnus’s Day, 6
September, has always been Leithen’s Church Day.
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Station 8: 'Gasthof Hirschen' – Inn
In Reith, there are several traditional inns. One of them is Gasthof Hirschen in Leithen. It is a genuine old Tyrolean inn, which offers products from its own farm on the menu.
Station 9: House of the 'Giant'
Legend says that the giant Thyrsus was gravely ill at the time of the plague. In order not to pass
the infection on to his neighbours, he allegedly hid in the vaulted cellar of his house. When the road
was widened after World War II, such a cellar was dismantled in the House of the Giant on the village main road. His food was brought to him by passing it through the cellar window. He recovered,
and according to legend, Leithen was protected from the plague for that reason.
Station 10: Plague Column
A column dating from 1637 can be found at the village border of Leithen in the direction of Reith.
It is possible to recognise pictures showing the painful crucifixion and Saints protecting people
from the plague. It is a memorial of the Thirty Years War (1618–48), when troops passing through
brought the plague into the country, and which was the scourge of the population for 3 years. A
prosperous Innsbruck businessman escaped from the city and came to Leithen with his family.
He, too, became gravely ill and feared he had been infected with the plague. He swore to erect a
column if he recovered; after recovering, he kept his promise.
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Rosary Walking Trail
Under the command of Capt. Friedl Berger, the village of Reith’s 'Schützenkompanie', a traditional,
historical rifleman’s association, created the rosary walking trail as a piece of cultural heritage to
mark the commemorative year 2009. Created with great diligence and care by the men of the
'Schützen' association, the rosary walking trail, with its five wayside shrines and resting benches
of larch wood, is intended to inspire prayer and reflection. Created using Lafarge cement, the 15
relief plaques, which depict the joyous, sorrowful and glorious mysteries of the rosary, were designed and painted by local artist Annemarie Beiler from Inzing. Starting to the east of Reith parish
church, the rosary trail branches off into the woods at Bichlweg and follows a bubbling brook past
the wayside shrines up to the Frau Häusl Chapel. If you continue on past the little waterfall just
after the chapel, the path takes you back to the starting point. Sturdy footwear is recommended.

'Schlossbachklamm' Gorge
A walk through a gorge is always a lovely experience. Deep ravines, wooden bridges and
pathways right beside the water make an impression as we follow the route. The trail to the
Schlossbach gorge can be started, depending on the time available, in Seefeld, Reith or Leithen.
The Seefeld-Reith-Leithen trail has already been described and takes around 1 hour. At Leithen
railway station, above the Gasthof Hirschen, an easy forest trail (Nr. 14) leads into the Schlossbach
gorge. About half the way along you can see the Schlossbach railway bridge. This railway bridge
carrying the Karwendelbahn was opened in 1913 after 3 years of construction work and even
to this day is one of the most interesting and challenging stretches of rail in the Alps. It suffered
under massive bombardment in the Second World War. Today it is an important link between the
Olympiaregion Seefeld and the provincial capital of Innsbruck. Once the Schlossbach is reached,
a wooden bridge leads over the stream and the path continues on a pleasant climb to Hochzirl.
Eventually the trail leads into a tarmac road which heads past the hospital at Hochzirl and, further
on, to the railway station. Trains run around every hour back to Leithen, Reith, Seefeld or Scharnitz!
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'Gleirschklamm' Gorge
The Gleirschklamm is one of the most beautiful of the unspoiled gorges in the Karwendel. It has
been captivating visitors since time immemorial because of its impressive rocks, its small waterfalls
and its crystal-clear water. It is a unique landscape where it is possible to feel the strength of the
powerful waters that have been making their way through the rock for centuries. A narrow path
winds its way through the gorge for around 45 minutes, over bridges, through jumbles of rock and
above the noisy water down below. The trail is secured by cables in places but visitors should still
be surefooted and free from vertigo. The twittering of the dippers, who breed in the gorge, makes
a lovely contrast with the sound of the river – animal and nature in harmony, untouched by stress
and pressure. It is rare that one can enjoy the variety and unique qualities of nature in the way that
one can here. In earlier days the gorge was used for logging. It was a difficult business to attempt
to transport the logs through the narrow ravine. In early summer the melt water was dammed at
the point above the gorge known as the 'Klausen', the trunks were rolled into the water and, once
the water was deep enough, the dam was opened. The logs swept through the gorge, carried on
a powerful surge of water in the direction of the Isar and Scharnitz. However, it was frequently the
case that some of the wood jammed in the gorge and had to be freed by experienced workers,
known as the 'Triftern'. Today there is little left to remind us of this dangerous job, where many
workers were injured or lost their lives. Walkers can enjoy the cool and moisture-filled air in the hot
days of summer. From Scharnitz, the trail leads over the Isarsteig and past the Scharnitzer Alm
via the Nederweg to the entrance to the Gleirsch gorge. At the entrance there are resting-points
with an information board. It is a lovely experience to take off one’s boots and to bathe tired feet
in the Gleirsch stream and replenish one’s energy. At the end of the gorge one has the possibility
to return to Scharnitz via the Oberbrunnalm and the Hochwald. Or to walk along the Gleirsch
valley using the forestry road to the Amtsäge, or a little bit further to the Möslalm and to enjoy a
pleasant 'finale' at one of those huts - experiencing the friendliness of the hosts and trying some
of the homemade products such as the typical Tyrolean Graukäse (a type of cheese)! It is possible
to return to Scharnitz through the Gleirsch valley via the so-called 'Krapfen' or simply to retrace
one’s steps through the gorge.
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Nature Watch in the alpine nature reserve ' Alpenpark Karwendel'
Tour description: Explore and experience an Alpine river and all its facets, complete with waterfalls
and gorges, set amid the craggy rocks of the Karwendel mountains. This tour gives you a closer
insight into the Tyrol’s largest nature protection area. Highlights of Nature: The Karwendel Nature
Reserve is full of natural wonders and contains a unique wealth of flora and fauna to be admired
and worthy of protection. In the valley you can explore beautiful flowering meadows rich in species
which, in turn, attract an abundance of insects. Alongside common species such as wood scabious and small scabious, the superb pink also grows here, a species which certainly lives up to
its name and which is very rarely seen in North Tyrol. In some areas here, the plants have to survive
on extremely barren gravel bars. The pine forest in the Karwendel range is a typical feature of dry
areas. At first sight, it may appear somewhat featureless and drab; however, upon closer inspection, a whole array of colourful details come to light. Native, protected orchid species, for example,
grow here, such as red helleborine and other wild orchids. If you cast your eyes up to the craggy
peaks of the Karwendel mountains, chances are you’ll spot a herd of chamois in a cirque, and,
with a bit of luck, maybe even an ibex. The mountains here are also home to ravens and alpine
choughs and, of course, the 'king of the skies', the golden eagle. Equally stunning is the view of
the Karwendeltal valley away in the distance. The Karwendelbach gorge and the Teufelslochklamm
(devil’s hole ravine) with its waterfall are testament to the immense power of water. The hike ends
on a somewhat quieter note along the banks of the River Isar. The branched river network with its
gravel banks, is teeming with newts and an abundance of water insects. As far as rare bird species
are concerned, you might spot a white-throated dipper, the only native songbird that can also dive.
Registration and information in the information office Scharnitz.
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Kneipp facilities in the Olympiaregion Seefeld
Kneipp facility Wildsee in Seefeld
Kneipp facility Lebensquelle (WM-Halle) in Seefeld
Kneipp facility Triendlsäge in Seefeld
Kneipp facility Salzbach in Leutsch
Kneipp facility Ropferstub’m in Mösern/Buchen
Kneipp facility St. Florian in Reith

Kneipp Water-Therapy in the Olympiaregion Seefeld
Kneipp therapy forms the root of the classic naturopathic healing system and is based on the
hydrotherapy treatments developed by the German priest, Sebastian Kneipp. It involves walking
in place in cold water (this should only be done if your feet feel warm beforehand). One leg should
always be lifted completely out of the water with your toes pointing downwards. After about 30
seconds you should feel a strong cold sensation in your feet and calves. At this point you should
leave the water to allow your legs to warm up again. This procedure should be repeated several
times. After 'Kneipping' you should only wipe the water off with your hand, not dry it with a towel,
and it is recommended that you move about. By walking in place in the water, your blood flow will
be stimulated and circulation improved. It also strengthens the veins, stimulates the metabolism
and is used in the treatment of varicose veins and migraines, as well as to boost the immune system. It is a totally natural remedy, which promotes your health, your daily sense of wellbeing, your
physical capacity and your equilibrium. Kneipp therapy is based on five pillars - water, exercise,
inner balance, medicinal plants and nutrition - all of which should be integrated into a healthy
lifestyle.
All the hiking paths in the Olympiaregion Seefeld marked with the blue 'Kneipp Walking Path' symbol offer you the opportunity to stimulate your immune system using arm baths or foot baths and
to incorporate the five pillars of Kneipp therapy.
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Kneipp-Hikes
Contemplation and Reflection hike
Route: Seefeld Kurpark (Spa Gardens) – Lebensquelle (Source of Life) – Naturquelle (Source of
Nature) – Pfarrhügel (Parish Hill) – Wildsee Lake Water Treading Park – Back to Seefeld
Walking time: approx. 2 hours
Difficulty: easy
Starting at the Kurpark gardens downtown, walk through the village along road Klosterstraße
to the little Seekirchl church where you cross road Möserer Straße. Turn right at the next bend
towards Kirchwald, then left towards Mösern behind the indoor tennis courts to the Kneipp area
'Lebensquelle'(source of life). which invites you to take time, to reconsider your way of life and to
gain new perspective on life. 70 paces further on you come to the 'Lebensquelle' (source of life)
Kneipp area. Continue straight ahead to the main road (Möserer Straße). After crossing, head back
towards Seefeld via the ski-jump. just before which you can refresh yourself at the 'Naturquelle'
(source of nature) Kneipp facilities. Walk through the Casino Arena and the Gschwandkopf car
park. Cross the road using the underpass and walk along the path Siegmunds-Promenade to the
circle of apostles on Pfarrerbichl (Parish Hill). Here you will discover the ideal atmosphere to centre
your attention onto your aim in life. to ask yourself the questions; where am I? Where am I going?
What path should I follow? After this short reflection, continue down to your right along the edge of
the woods and cross the road. On the south shore of the Wildsee lake you’ll find the large Seefeld
Kneipp area where the finger labyrinth board offers further opportunity for reflection. To return to
the starting point, follow the path round the lakeside, past the bird information boards and Café
Strandperle, towards the village centre.
Further information about the Pfarrhügel (Parish Hill):
The above-mentioned route passes just below the summit of the Parish Hill. There you can see
several stations of the Parish Hill Way of the Cross. The 14th station, Jesus’ tomb, can be found
at the highest point along with the circle of the 12 Apostles. The Way of the Cross, which starts at
the Parish Church, is particularly distinctive with regard to its design. The large stones, (boulders
from Ötztal), which form each station, have been artistically reworked by Prof. Erich Kerber from
Innsbruck. The idea of the circle of Apostles at the 14th station came about during the course of
long preliminary talks. This unique feature reinforces the intense atmosphere of the location and
accentuates, in particular, the spiritual focus of this spot. Further information on the Parish Hill Way
of the Cross and ideas to inspire reflection can be found in the Meditation Booklet available in the
Parish Church.
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Water and Herbs hike
Route: Wildsee Lake Car Park (Hotel Seespitz) – Wildsee Kneipp Park, Seefeld – Englhof –
Auland – St. Florian Natural Kneipp Landscape, Reith – Bee Nature Trail, Reith
Walking time: approx. 2.5 hours
Difficulty: easy
Following the path around the west edge of the Wildsee lake, you soon come to the large Wildsee
Kneipp Park. With the aid of information boards about 'the correct use of water' and 'herbalism'
you can take your first steps into the world of 'Kneippism' using a spacious foot bath and hand
bath. Path no. 4 takes you through an idyllic little forest past the fallow deer park to Café Englhof where you can admire the delightful little garden. Take time to observe all the different herbs
and plants growing by the wayside. From here, follow the path to the Auland bus stop. The next
turn-off is toward Strasslhof and left to the St. Florian Natural Kneipp Landscape. The wonderfully
refreshing well water is literally a fountain of youth; it washes away all impurities, gives energy,
brings joy and good health and invites you to quench your thirst. Invigorate your legs in the large
water bath and dip your arms into the elixir of life in the hand bath. The bench provides a place for
quiet meditation and the barefoot area lets you experience new vitality. The path continues along
the Bee Nature Trail, also described in detail in this brochure. The forest path takes you to path
Maxhüttenweg, where you then cross the main road to your left and continue back towards Seefeld via trail Lobaweg.
Adventure hike for young and old
Route: Seefeld Kurpark – Geigenbühel – Triendlsäge Kneipp Area – Back to
Seefeld (Circular Walk)
Walking time: approx. 1.5 hours
Difficulty: moderate
Starting at the Kurpark gardens in Seefeld, follow road Münchnerstraße towards the pharmacy,
where you turn left onto road Geigenbühelstraße and then right at the Wellnesshotel Zum Gourmet
past the Birkenstüberl restaurant toward the restaurant Triendlsäge. You soon reach the Triendlsäge Kneipp Area where you can enjoy a rest and experience nature with all your senses – see it,
hear it, smell it, taste it and touch it. Returning to Seefeld you pass by the restaurant Triendlsäge
and follow the road towards the riding stables. At about the halfway point, turn off to your left
towards the traditional, rustic inn, 'Bio-Wirtshaus', and follow the path (turn-off after Appartmenthaus Kerber) over the Geigenbühel hill towards the village centre.
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A few steps on The Way of St. James
Route: Leutasch – Buchen – (Mösern)
Walking time: approx. 45 minutes (Leutasch - Buchen), approx. 1.5 hours
from Leutasch to Mösern
Difficulty: easy
This walk takes you along a small stretch of the Way of St. James. Starting at the carpark Rauthhütte, it takes you in just about three quarters of an hour out of the Leutasch Valley via the picturesque
little 'Katzenloch' valley to Buchen, where you are rewarded by a beautiful view down into the
Upper Inn Valley. After crossing the main road, head 250 m towards inn Gasthaus Ropferstub’m
and you will find the nature-orientated Kneipp area near the Olympic cross-country ski trail. Known
as the Buchener Kneippbadl (Buchen’s little Kneipp bath), its walk-though water way is filled with
dextrorotatory drinking water from the Ropferstub’m’s own natural water supply.
Three stone basins, a round wooden water-treading bowl, 2 wooden arm basins, detailed information on Kneipp applications and a simple barefoot trail invite you for a spot of 'Kneipping' in a pleasant sunny spot amidst a mixed native forest of beech trees, spruce trees and fir trees. St. James
Way hikers can pray in the Ropferstub’m restaurant’s little private chapel and families will enjoy the
mountain farming museum, the deer park and the nice sunny playground with views down into
the valley. A special feature is the 'forest amphitheatre', where recorded classical music is played
three times a week, inviting you to enjoy an hour of reflection with views across to the Hohe Munde
mountain and down into the valley.
Tip for hikers: a beautiful hiking path takes you along The Way of St. James to Mösern and to the
Möserer See lake via the golf course and the Lottensee lake (approx. 1.5 hours) or via the holiday
camp and the lake Wildmoossee to Seefeld (approx. 2 hours).
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Lake 'Ablasssee' – Seefeld - Name-giver to the 'Seekirchl'
This lake, which unfortunately no longer exists, is the explanation of the name of the Heiligkreuzkirche, also called the ‘Little Church in the lake’. Built by Duke 'Sigismund Rich in Coins' (1427-1496)
as a fish pond, it surrounded the church, which was built later on a rocky island with a bridge to
connect it to dry land and was completed in 1666. The lake was approximately 30 hectares and
was sold to the Seefeld Post Master, who had it drained (probably because of insignificant catches
or lack of demand). The existence of this lake has inspired (landscape) architects to date, who are
in favour of restoring the water at the ‘Little Church in the lake’.

Lake 'Kaltwassersee' – Rosshütte - Seefeld
The Kaltwassersee was built as a water reservoir for use in producing artificial snow for the Rosshütte skiing area. It holds approx. 70,000 m3 water to supply the 180 snow canons in the area. In
summer, it is a perfect place for a walk around the shore in fresh mountain air.

Lake 'Möserer See' - Mösern
The small, 11 meter deep Möserer See is located at 1,292 meters above sea level in a till filled rock
basin. It lies in idyllic solitude in the midst of woods, about 15 minutes above Mösern. Although it
is located in a nature reserve, swimming is permitted (in the shallows marsh trefoil can be found,
the banks are covered in alpine roses, and a variety of water birds nest there). It is considered one
of the warmest swimming lakes in Tyrol. Drinks and snacks are available at the rustic inn ‘Möserer
Seestub’m’.

Lake 'Weidachsee' - Leutasch
In Emperor Maximilian’s famous fishing compendium, dating from the year 1500, the lake is mentioned as 'The Soul in the Leutasch'. Today, the fishery rights for the Weidachsee and the Leutascher Ache are held by Dr. Thomas Angerer, who runs a high-quality fish nursery recognized by
the Chamber of Agriculture, and specializing in the production of trout stock and table trout. River
trout, rainbow trout and brook trout are also bred there.
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The beautiful Weidachsee, situated in unspoilt countryside and covering approx. 12 acres, is open
for fishing, without prior booking, between April and October. It is particularly suitable for fly-fishing,
carried out from a wooden footbridge of approx. 600 m in length.

Lakes 'Wildmoossee' and 'Lottensee' natural phenomenon – Mösern
Close to the idyllic Möserer See, on the Wildmoos plateau (1320 m), a very popular local attraction close to Seefeld, we can observe a very interesting natural phenomenon: as if coming from
nowhere, two lakes appear amidst green meadows, larch and birch forests, the Wildmoossee and
the Lottensee. This a-periodic (irregular) natural wonder is probably the result of a combination of
water levels in the underground karsts systems, the spring rains and the spring thaw. The ground
beneath these lakes is probably heavily karstified but the water system is sealed from below. Once
the thaw begins in spring, the underground systems fill with water and the excess water floods the
hollows in the meadows and forms lakes, which often disappear again after a few weeks. Interestingly, in some years the water level continues to rise after the thaw has ended, and the water bubbles out from underground springs. The lakes then stay at a constant level all summer and are also
suitable for swimming – in the autumn the lakes then empty suddenly in the space of two or three
weeks. None of the many attempts to predict the appearance of the lakes in advance has been
successful. The exact causes of their appearance or non-appearance cannot be defined exactly.

Lake 'Wildsee' - Seefeld
The source of the name for the settlement of 'Sevelt' (field on the lake), which was first documented in 1022, was probably the Wildsee, which already existed at that time. In Emperor Maximilian’s
days a type of fish was introduced to the lake, which gave it its 'second' name ('Lamprey Lake').
The economic use of this lake was, however, limited to only a few decades. It contributed and
continues to the beauty of the Seefeld high plateau and today its two bathing beaches make it a
popular lake for swimming. The southern banks of the lake (with the Reither Moor) have been a
nature reserve since 1926 because of their special botanical features.
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Seefeld - a village for any age
The high plateau of Seefeld has been inhabited since prehistoric times, but it only gained historic
importance during Roman times, when a military road was built over the mountain pass. This was
the shortest possible north-south link between the Po valley and Augusta Vindelicorum (Augsburg), Rhaetia’s capital. In later times, the Germanic tribes used the alpine road on their move
southwards and the richly forested area came under the control of the Bavarian nobles. The whole
area became known as the Scharnitzwald when a monastery was founded in Scharnitz. However,
the settlement Seefeld 'Sevelt' is only mentioned in 1022 in a document of the Wilten Monastery in
connection with a chapel erected on the lake shore, and the fortress Schlossberg on the northern
slope of the high plateau. As legend has it, the mountains around Seefeld were inhabited by a
monster, a rural giant named Thyrsus, who fought against the armoured and sword-wielding giant
Haymon with a wooden club, lost the fight, and fled heavily wounded high into the mountains
where he bled to death. While he was dying, he is said to have shouted: 'Leave me, innocent
blood, and do good to man and beast!' The last words of the giant from Seefeld are of mineralogical importance, as a rich deposit of bituminous material was discovered in the shale, which is still
distilled today. It was originally sold as 'Türschenblood' or 'Stinkoil' and is still used in a medical
ointment under the name of ‘Ichthyol’. Duke Sigmund der Münzreiche (Rich-in-Coin), who ruled
over the region from 1446 to 1490, particularly liked Seefeld. He gave instructions that the toll collected at the southern end of the village should no longer be paid to the regional government, but
to the parish of Seefeld. He also built a lake behind today’s Seekrichl to be used as a fish nursery.
Emperor Maximilian I also favoured Seefeld, as he had his best hunting in the Karwendel Mountains. Seefeld gained importance as a place of pilgrimage and as a transit region for all types of
traders. The number of loaded carts travelling daily over the pass reached its highest (70 loads) in
1487, when, due to a disagreement between the Prince and the Venetians, the annual Bozen Market was transferred to Mittenwald for several years. For many years however, the economic development of Seefeld was entirely dependent on pilgrimage. Even though the village was spared the
devastations of the Thirty Year War (1618 – 1648), the number of pilgrims decreased substantially
and commercial traffic across the Seefeld Pass declined noticeably when the large Bozner Market
was transferred back to Bozen. The place of pilgrimage was particularly hard hit in 1775, when
Emperor Josef II issued a decree abolishing nearly all Austrian monasteries. The monks had to
depart, leaving behind all the furnishings and treasures, which were subsequently cheaply sold off.
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After the peace of Pressburg, Tyrol was incorporated into the Kingdom of Bavaria. In 1808, the State
of Bavaria put the monastery up for sale and it was acquired privately. Today, it is known as the Hotel
'Klosterbräu'. The war-year 1809 was particularly distressing for Tyrol, and Seefeld became a transit
area for the Bavarians and the French who torched the village, and 16 houses as well as the vicarage
and the post office were destroyed. The Seefeld Pass lost importance when the Brenner and Arlberg
Railways were built. Since the 1920s, the development of Seefeld has been completely dominated
by tourism, which has converted the old Tyrolean village on the sunny high plateau into a relaxing
resort and a well-known location for summer and winter sports. This development was especially
enhanced by its very convenient geographical location: Seefeld is located between the motorways
Innsbruck – Telfs and Munich – Garmisch and can be easily reached from both the north and the
south. Both access routes are open throughout the winter and are not endangered by mudslides or
avalanches. The construction of the Karwendel Railway in 1912 resulted in a noticeable economic
upturn (fast railway connection between Innsbruck and Reutte). Since the beginning of the 1950s,
the tourist infrastructure has gradually increased and in 1970, more than 1 million over-night stays
were recorded for the first time. The Olympiaregion Seefeld has already twice hosted the Olympic
Games for Cross Country Skiing and the Nordic Combination. 1964, was the first time that the
Games were opened in Innsbruck with the Olympic Flame. However, this was not the only first for
Innsbruck / Seefeld, it was also the first time ever that the Olympic Flame had been lit. Today it is a
fixed feature of every opening ceremony. In 1976, the Olympic Games were again held in Innsbruck
/ Seefeld and they attracted thousands of enthusiastic fans into the region. Nobody could escape
the excitement for the Olympics when the former Austrian President Rudolf Kirschschläger opened
the Games, and the Cross Country and Nordic Combination participants glided towards potential
victory. However, also the regional hosts did their utmost to make the days of the Olympic Games an
unforgettable event and to contribute towards writing history. They prepared special Olympic offers
and cooked delicious menus, as if they too were going for gold in their discipline. And they continue
to do so today … In 1985, Seefeld held the Nordic World Championships and was again able to
offer unbeatable conditions, a splendid countryside, and perfect hosts. Memories of that time still
linger on and give rise to one or another anecdote told at the Après Ski. Since 2004, the region has
continued its internationally recognized success by hosting the World Cup Nordic Combined event
for the seventh time in January 2011.
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St. Oswald Parish Church
This pilgrimage church consecrated to St. Oswald stands in the centre of Seefeld. It is first documented in 1263 and became one of Tyrol’s most famous pilgrimage churches after the so-called
'Miracle of the Altar Bread' in 1384. According to the legend, during a mass, Oswald Milser, from
the border fortress Schlossberg, asked for a larger altar bread than that of the common people.
When he received it, the bread turned blood red, and both the stone on which he knelt and the
altar stone, which he tried to hold on to, sank into the ground. The imprint of his hand can still be
seen today. This event led to a large influx of pilgrims, which caused Duke Friedrich mit der leeren
Tasche (Friedrich with the empty pocket) to enlarge the church in 1425. It was completed by
Sigmund dem Münzreichen (Siegmund Rich-in-Coin) in 1474. St. Oswald counts amongst Tyrol’s
most beautiful churches of the late gothic period: The impressive tympanum relief along the main
portal tells the story of the ‘Miracle of the Altar Bread’; the three-aisled interior contains precious
artwork, such as frescos dating from the 15th century; the pulpit with flatcarvings from 1524; valuable shrine statues; a gothic font, and a famous panel from dating 1502 painted by Jörg Köderer.
Emperor Charles IV adapted the renaissance interior of the ‘Blood Chapel’, the part of the Parish
Church in which the ‘Miracle Altar Bread’ was kept, to the baroque style by adding stuccowork
and a ceiling fresco by Puellacher.

Seekirchl (little church)
In 1629, Archduke Leopold V started the construction of Seefeld’s landmark, the Seekirchl, also
called the Church of the Holy Cross, which was completed in 1666. At that time, it stood in the
middle of the so-called Cross Lake, created in the 15th century by Count Sigmund dem Münzreichen, but later drained in 1808.The little church is of a style rarely seen in Tyrol, an octagonal
baroque central building with a dome. It was built by the famous court master builder Christoph
Gumpp of Innsbruck. The main altar cross from the late gothic period and the frescos highlight
the importance in earlier centuries of Seefeld’s 2nd pilgrimage church. During the summer (usually
between Whitsun and the end of September), a protestant mass is read on Sundays at 11 a.m.
in the Seekirchl.
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Museum of Local History
Turn back time and visit a hairdressing salon from the 1950s, an old shoemaker’s shop and an old
woodcarver’s workshop, and marvel at old skis from way back when…
The museum is located in Gießenbach, near Scharnitz. Opening times: Every Friday, from 3.00 pm
to 5.00 pm (15.6. - 30.9.2011). Other days and times can be arranged by appointment.
For more information, call Heinz Strasser, tel.: 0664 121 6621.

Graveyard in the Forest
The graveyard was created in 1947 as the last resting place of 63 Jewish concentration camp
prisoners who were shot or died from exhaustion or starvation in the Seefeld area while being
transported from a concentration camp at the end of the Second World War. A commemorative
stone located in the upper left section of the graveyard was erected in remembrance of them
and of the soldiers who died in the field hospitals of Seefeld and afterwards buried here. Later on,
the graveyard was converted into the common graveyard of Seefeld where several famous people
such as the writer Julius Kiener and the poetess Lilly von Sauter are buried.
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Leutasch - makes you feel good
Leutasch is one of the few communities where no remains of the centurieslong occupation by the
Romans can be found, i. e. no Roman coins, no shards, and Roman roads of questionable origin.
Two thousand years ago, the Leutasch was still an untouched valley where occasionally a hunter
might go after prey. In 1178, 800 years ago, Bernhard von Hausen, a Bavarian noble, made a
generous donation for his parents’ and his own spiritual welfare: he gave part of the forest through
which the river named 'Luitaske' runs to the Augustinian monastery of Polling near Weilheim (literal
translation of the Latin text).
Towards the end of the 12th century, the woods were actively being cleared. Despite the intensive
clearing, everybody visiting the valley today can see that it was done with true respect for nature
and the environment and without disturbing or destroying the countryside.
The people living along the river in the Wetterstein Mountains are truly tied to the soil. This becomes clear simply by looking in the Leutasch telephone directory. You can find the same last names
that are mentioned in records from the 13th and 14th century. Statistical calculations show that
approx. 240 people inhabited the Leutasch at that time. From then on, the number of inhabitants
steadily increased. In 1775, there were about 800, an official count in 1826 stood at 945, 100
years ago the number was 986, 50 years ago 1020, and in 1981, 1672 people were counted. The
census of 1991 recorded 1702 people and that of 2001, 1995 inhabitants. Bernhard von Hausen’s
donation was eventually split into 12 farms. At around 1300 / 1350, each farmer paid tribute of one
calf per year to the Polling Monastery.
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The monastery of Wilten acquired rights and possessions in Leutasch, around the same time as
Polling, which in 1305 came to 9 farms, and in later times, the local prince, as well as the Stams
Monastery, also became landlords in the area. The Polling Monastery was dissolved in 1803 and
its rights were transferred to the State Government. During the agricultural reform of 1849, the
institution of seignior was abolished completely. How did the people of Leutasch survive? Only 3
or 4 decades ago, you would have received the answer: from our pastures and our forests. When
hearing the word 'pasture' one immediately thinks of the Leutasch Golden Oats, which has been
cultivated since 1929. On hearing 'forests' the saying comes to mind: 'The Leutasch is the wood
source of Innsbruck and Hall'. However, to talk only about the rich forests of Leutasch without
mentioning the historical abundance of game would omit one of the most important resources.
The importance of hunting can best be understood from the names of renowned hunters or game
tenants, such as the Duke of Altenburg, Prince Fürstenberg, Baron von Neurath, and, of course,
Ludwig Ganghofer. They, and above all Ganghofer with his novels, made the Leutasch and the
Gaistal internationally renowned, one could almost say that they were the initiators of the tourist
industry.
Towards the end of the 19th century, alpinism (mountain climbing and walking) also started developing in the region. The breathtaking beauty of the valley, its mountains with numerous walking
routes and the warm welcome by the inhabitants of the Leutasch attracted visitors more than 100
years ago and drew them back to spend more time here.
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Ludwig Ganghofer Museum
Ludwig Ganghofer (1855 – 1920), one of the best known folk culture writers of his era, spent many
weeks each year in his hunting house 'Hubertus' near the Tillfuß Alpine pasture in Leutasch’s Gaistal Valley. It was there that he wrote, among other works, 'Silence in the Forest,' one of his best
known novels. He also played host to many personalities from the world of art and culture, such
as Hugo von Hofmannsthal and Richard Strauss. The income from his novels permitted Ganghofer
to lease one of the largest hunting reserves in the northern Alps, the 'Gaistaljagd.' Some of the numerous trails which he had built are preserved to this day. The popular hiking trail to the Ganghofer
house is named in his honour and provides not only beautiful landscapes in the Gaistal, Tillfuß and
Hämmermoos Alpine pastures, but also three attractive stopovers for a little sustaining food and
drink. The Ganghofer house can be admired from the outside, but is not open to the public.
The trail begins in the village district of Klamm, at the Salzbach bridge parking lot. The initial phase
has a slight ascent, followed by an easy-going trail beneath the Hämmermoos Alpine pasture (app.
45 min) to the Gaistal Alm (app. 1.5 hrs). It continues to the Tillfuß pasture (app. 1.5 hrs), just below
the hunting house. Along the same trail, you return to the point of departure, the parking lot at the
Salzbach bridge.
For those interested in history and culture, a visit to the Ganghofer Museum, adjacent to the church in Leutasch (district Kirchplatzl), is recommended. There you’ll gain insight into the life and work
of Ludwig Ganghofer, the history of the Leutasch village and hunting in the region.
Opening times: Tuesday – Friday 3.00 pm – 5.00 pm,
For further appointments: Tel. +43 676/6056184
Entrance: Adults € 3,- (reductions with the regular guest card), children up to 14: free of charge
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Parish Church of St. John the Baptist in Unterleutasch
In contrast to Oberleutasch, no church existed in Unterleutasch prior to the 19th century. The
inhabitants of Unterleutasch frequented the parish of Mittenwald to which, from the church’s point
of view, they had always belonged. It was only in 1803, that by high decree of Emperor Franz II,
permission was given to build a church. However, due to the war of 1805 and the subsequent
subjugation to Bavaria, the building plans could not be carried out. Only in mid 1827 did the court
chancellery issue a new decree allowing the church’s construction, with building finally commencing at the end of the same year. Under the supervision of the Mayor and Director of Construction,
Matthias Reindl, and the Highway Surveyor, Johann von Klebelsberg, who most likely also drew up
the plans, Josef Waldhart of Imst built the church and the vicarage, completing it in 1829. He built
a simple nave with an inset directly adjoining the choir. Both sections of the building have hipped
roofs with a tower rising from the western part. In 1955, a porch was added from which one steps
into the interior through a circular area, the former baptistery, and the organ loft within the first bay.
This is followed by a square nave with a flat bohemian vault, illuminated by a semi-circular window.
The west-facing arch leads to a barrelvaulted, rectangular choir loft. Unterleutasch, which then
consisted of only 18 households, mostly depended on donations for the furnishing of the interior
of the church.
An altar, donated by Reutte, and a tabernacle presented by Oberperfuss could not be accepted
for the newly built church, and therefore a new altar to go with the existing altar leaf was ordered
from Franz Xaver Renn of Imst through the mediation of Franz Sieß, the curate of Oberleutasch.
The altar leaf in metallic and rather harsh colours depicts a sermon given by St. John the Baptist
and is a work from the late 18th century by Josef Leibherr, who was born in Imst. In 1978, the
parish priest, Karl Kneisl, initiated a full restoration of the church. The Nazarene 'embellishments',
which Johann Kärle donated to the two churches when they were raised to the status of
parishes in 1891, were removed and the original state was restored.
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Parish Church of St. Mary Magdalene in Oberleutasch
Leutasch is first mentioned in historic records in the 12th century. In this period, the Noble Lords
of Weilheim owned large tracts of land in the Oberleutasch, whereas in the Unterleutasch the
Barons of Werdenfels exercised sovereign rights. In 1178, Bernhard von Weilheim donated part of
his forests and pastures in the Oberleutasch to the Augustine Monastery Polling near Weilheim. In
1190, the monastery built a church in the centre of the valley consecrated to St. Mary Magdalene,
which was first enlarged in 1500 and then again in 1725.
The building that we see today was raised in 1820 / 21. Construction was supervised by the
curate, Franz Sieß, who was responsible for the parish from 1810 to 1836, built according to
plans of the sculptor and artist, Josef Falbesoner of Nassereith, and was consecrated in 1831 by
the Prince-Bishop Galura of Brixen. The impressive, classical high altar originally came from the
Monastery of Bendiktbeuren in Bavaria, which was dissolved in 1803. The colourful, elaborate
paintings on the ceiling and the painting behind high altar are the work of Leopold Puellacher
(1776 – 1842). The massive structure is hardly segmented and its roof slightly curved. The tower
from the earlier building was retained, and the oldest bell within bears the year 1482. The interior
of the classical nave is separated into richly ornamented full barrel vaults without lunettes (saddle
vault). The walls of the nave are segmented by flat Tuscan pilasters and by circular timberwork.
Behind the inset triumphal arch lies the presbytery with the high altar, originally baroque, adapted
to the church’s style in 1821. Daylight only enters the church from tall south-facing windows and
two other windows set into the diagonal walls of the chancel. The parish priest, Karl Kneisl, had
the interior and exterior of the church restored in 1971.
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19 Chapels
The Leutasch valley is a valley with 19 different chapels and a shrine. Impressive numbers, when
you think that, at the time that most of the chapels were built, there were less than 1000 inhabitants in the valley. There is a reason that the number of chapels bear witness to the piety around
here – the size of the local administrative area stretches over more than 20 kilometres.
The hamlets in the Leutasch valley are a long way away from the parish church. At that time there
were only a few houses in Kirchplatzl, so almost every hamlet built their own chapel, in order that
evensong and rosaries could be shared with their neighbours in the summer.
The chapel bells had an additional purpose: if somebody died in the hamlet, this was signalled by
the ringing of the bell. There were also peals for different kinds of weather to warn them of storms
in the days before TV and radio.
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Mösern - savour the views
In 1307, the abbot of Stams Monastery confirmed in a document that still exists in the archives,
that Otto the Karlinger had donated his Schwaighof (a farm, now the smithy) in Mösern to the monastery, so that 'bread and cheese might be distributed to the poor'. In the middle ages, 'Schwaighöfe' were the preferred way of establishing permanent settlements in high-lying areas. Since,
for climatic reasons, the cultivation of wheat was impossible, the settlers depended on animal
husbandry and were obliged to offer the landlord a certain number of calves and small cheeses as
a yearly tribute. Where Mösern was concerned, being the only 'Schwaighof' in this area, the tithe
amounted to 300 rounds of cheese, each weighing between one and two pounds.
The paths connecting Telfs with the Leutasch via Buchen, and from Mösern to Seefeld have existed for a very long time. For hundreds of years all freight had to be brought along the cart track
from Telfs to Scharnitz until, in the 1930’s, a road was built which was suitable for cars.
The Möserer Lake, situated above the village, is interesting from a geographical point of view. It
lies within a flat rock basin deeply filled with till (a souvenir from the ice age) and in which water has
accumulated. The lake former called 'little lake', above Mösern was already mentioned in Emperor
Maximilian’s famous fishing compendium in 1500. The near-by Wildmoossee and Lottensee lakes
are completely different. They are a periodic, i.e. both reappear together only every few years in
the spring and disappear after just a few months.
Since the 1950’s, Mösern/Buchen has developed into a tourist village and offers a variety of accommodation, from 5-star hotels to holiday farms. Owing to the sunny but exposed location, it is
lovingly called 'The Tyrolean Swallow’s Nest'. When Albrecht Dürer travelled through Mösern on
his way to Italy in 1498, he was so enchanted by the view into the Inn Valley that he immediately
made some rough sketches and then recorded the impressive, enormously wide view for posterity
as the background for his famous self-portrait.
This painting can be admired today in the Museo del Prado in Madrid. The Buchen part of the
village offers a breathtaking panoramic view of the surrounding mountains (Hohe Munde, Wettersteingebirge, Mieminger Kette and Plateau, Stubaier Alpen). Directly next to the 'Ropferstub’m'
Inn in Buchen, a farmers’ museum offers interesting insights into the traditional life of farmers. The
chapel in Buchen dates back to the 18th century. Buchen is located at 1,350 metres above sea
level in a breathtaking natural environment and offers its guests, free of charge, a natural Kneipp
installation with a specially designed course for walking barefoot.
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Terrace view inntaler Hof Hotel / “9ers“ restaurant
on to the “Peace Bell of THe alPine region“ (ringing daily 5 pm)
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The new à la carte restaurant „9ers“ offers
delicious international and local food:
sPoil youR Palate & senses Within
a unique ambiance and the
bReathtaking vieW oveR the
inn valley.
„9ers“ at the innTaler Hof HoTel
Möserer Dorfstrasse 2 l 6100 Mösern-Seefeld
T +43 (0)5212 4747 l info@inntalerhof.com
www.9ers-restaurant.at

MaY – SePTeMBer:
Tuesday: Tyrolean harp or folk music,
beginning 6.30 pm
friday: Jazz & lounge music,
beginning at 8.30 pm

beside the “Peace bell“

refresh after a walk or meet your
family and friends for a coffee or
lunch and delight your palate
with traditional homemade
“tyRolean cuisine“.
PiZZa from 5:30 pm
neunerwirT
Möserer Dorfstrasse 23 l 6100 Mösern-Seefeld Your host andrea neuner is looking forward to
T +43 (0)5212 4866-0 l neunerwirt@alpenwelt.at welcoming you!
www.neunerwirt.at

PlaygRound in the gaRden and childRen menu.

closed on tuesday!

mitglied des culinarium alpentraum:
www.culinarium-alpentraum.at

nuovoline.aT | Bilder: Hotel inntaler Hof, fotolia.com

RestauRant
„Zum neuneR WiRt“
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Peace Bell
Every day at 5 p.m., the Peace Bell rings in one of Tyrol’s most beautiful locations, here in Mösern,
reminding people of peace and good neighbourly behaviour. In addition, it is a monument to 25
years of cross-border co-operation by the 'ARGE-ALP' (Working Community of the Central Alps)
countries. With a height of 2.51 metres, a diameter of 2.54 metres and weighing over 10 tons,
Tyrol’s largest bell stands free in the spectacular alpine countryside. The Peace Bell Walk has led
to the bell since 2003 and should be taken as an invitation to contemplation. To get into the right
spirit for this unusual experience, the Peace Bell Trail, with seven stations stimulating the hiker to
inner reflections and taking stock of oneself, serves the purpose well. The trail ends at the Peace
Bell of the Alps. You can ruminate upon its profound message of peace and good neighborhood
along the trail on the way to the goal. Start at the parking lot of Seewaldalm Restaurant to experience seven completely distinct stations along the trail, which takes a total of appx. 90 min. From
the first station, 'Setting Out - Peace Requires a Path and Effort' walk in the direction of Mösern,
arriving after appx. 15 min at the station 'Look and Marvel - Peace Grows through Gratitude and
Praise' near Hotel Garni Olympia in Mösern. Continue on to the idyllic site of Lake Möserer See,
where on the path around the lake you encounter the message 'The Human Soul is like Water –
Peace Needs Quiet and Action.' On the trail to the next station 'Constraints and Fears - Peace
Thrives on the Wholehearted Acceptance of Limits,' we leave the trail around the lake and head in
the direction of Hotel Tyrol at the center of Mösern village. Go past Hotel Tyrol along the street as
far as Gasthof Menthof where at the panel 'Vision and Responsibility - Peace is Responsibility for
the Whole' you can stop and contemplate the message. From there, you can savour the splendid
view over the Inn Valley for the first time, framed by mountain massifs, with the Inn River winding
like a silver ribbon through the middle. Go on, in the direction of Mösern’s 'Kirchl,' the tiny chapel
dedicated to the Holy Virgin, where the station 'Values and Family - Peace Begins in Small Places'
invites a meditative pause. From there it is only a few minutes to the Peace Bell, the zenith of the
hike, where the panel on the theme 'May Peace Be Its First Peal - Peace Is a Living Vibration' will
hopefully stir your spirit.
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Museum of Mountain Farming 'Ropferstub‘m'
Tel.: 05262/65949, www.pure-natur.at
Open daily (except on those days when the ‘Ropferstub´m’ restaurant is closed)
from 11.30 am - 9.00 pm.
A screening of the film ‘Bergbauern im Ötztal’ about mountain farmers in the Ötztal Valley can be
arranged by prior request any day after 2.30 pm. Admission: voluntary donations.

Museum of Local History 'Sterzingerhof'
History – tradition – handcrafts – like it used to be.
Opening hours: every Thursday from 30.06. to 27.10.2011 from 6.00 pm to 8.00 pm. Alternative
dates/times can be arranged on request. Admission: voluntary donations.
Contact: Arnold Bacher, Am Bichl 1, 6100 Mösern. tel.: +43 664/4650379.
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Historic Fences in Mösern
Fences are an important element of cultivated land, an integral part of our identity. They number
among the oldest witnesses of farming customs and are an expression of legal and property relationships, as well as ways of managing the land. Fences leave their imprint on the face of the earth.
They structure the landscape and thus provide the viewer with certain visual borderlines. They
have grown and evolved through centuries. They are the work of our own hands – our personal
handicraft. Fences border property – they fence in, they fence out. And they protect. They have
long served to keep property at peace and to secure the herds, to protect crops or neighbouring
fields. Each property owner’s fencing rights have regulated the height, the type of construction, the
use and maintenance duties, as well as the right of passage ever since the Middle Ages. These
rights and duties are still recorded today in the property registers of the country. Why were the old
fence construction forms abandoned? Why did they disappear from the landscape? There are a
number of reasons for this. To begin with, the high cost in labour, materials and time is prohibitive.
The time factor is of major importance when asking why modern fences are erected nowadays,
when nails and boards can be purchased with ease. This was unimaginable a century ago, when
there was little money for such things. And labour was amply available at the farmhouses to build
these old fences.
The construction of historic fences is intended to revive the traditions of fence arts, the knowledge
and the craftsmanship, as well as reinvigorate the rural character of our village. We hope we can
thereby not only beautify the countryside, but also add a significant historic element to our scenery
and our culture. However, fences also remind one of limits. What is our modern attitude towards
this aspect? Do we occasionally look over a fence to see whether the grass is greener? What is our
attitude towards personal limits? What importance do bodily, spiritual and moral limitations have
for us? Do we use them to create a home, peace and quiet, community? Or do we misuse them
to keep out others and ward off intrusion? The historic fences erected in Mösern are intended not
only as exhibition pieces. They are still used by the owners. They were built in a communal effort.
The property owners purchased (or felled) the timber and the construction was financed by a several years covering project of the Tourism Association of Olympiaregion Seefeld. The Homeland
Protection and Maintenance Club of North and East Tyrol assumed a part of the cost.
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What a fencebuilder must know
Preparing fence wood: Fence timber should be felled in the period between St. Michael’s Day
(29 September) and St. Sebastian’s Day (20 January) when the moon is waning. Of course, it
would be ideal if the moon were also in the zodiac sign of Capricorn. The location of the tree also
plays an important role in its selection for fence wood. Especially suitable is a regularly growing tree
from groves in quiet areas. Wind and steep slopes both cause irregular trunk cross-sections and
varying widths of age rings. Wood from mixed forests is more resistant to storms, snow, fungus
and insects. For the individual parts of the fence, differing types of wood are selected. In general, those parts which are stuck into the earth, i.e. carrying parts, are made from larch wood,
which is highly resistant to moisture; while the cross wood is made of spruce. The cross wood of
spruce and the 'pillars' of larch are all split in the same way from the trunks, after they have been
de-barked and had the knots removed. The prepared trunks are then cut to the right length: the
cross wood 4 meters long, the vertical posts 1,80 meters long, and then with the help of wedges,
wood hammers and axes they are split, then quartered, then split again, until cross wood has
reached just the right thickness. The posts are then sharpened on one end with a hatchet. To weave the fence rings and produce the weaving of a woven fence, young and long spruce branches
are used. After being cut, they are laid into water and carefully heated by fire before weaving. This
makes the branches extremely pliable. While still hot, they can be woven relatively easily.
The woven 'Spelten' fence – 'Steckenring' fence
For this type of fence, first larch posts are set into the ground 3 – 4 meters apart. These are then
fixed by a transverse staff about 1 meter above the ground, placed through a hole in each posts.
Then the cross woods are jammed into the ground along the transverse staff about 5 – 10 cm
apart. With 1,50 meters long spruce branches which have been carefully heated, they are then
woven to the transverse staff. There are a number of different ways to weave these branches. We
have chosen the 'crossover' method.
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The 'ring' fence
For this type of fence, posts are set into the ground only at the corners, the openings and at the
points where the fence sharply changes direction. The cross woods are here set upon wood pegs
and bound by a thin stick connected with a large ring to the stick wood. In between, pairs of larch
posts are pounded into the ground 2 - 3 meters apart. Finally, one begins to build the fence upwards. 6 to 8 layers of cross woods are laid horizontally between the pairs of vertical larch sticks,
affixed every so often with prepared branch rings.

Mary of the Visitation Church
The main part of this attractive, small baroque church dedicated to Mary of the Visitation dates
back to the 17th century. The first donations for church services date from the year 1836 / 37.
The church was rebuilt and enlarged in 1763, and renovated in 1951. Ekkehard Hörmann enlarged the nave with two new bays in 1979. The beautifully marbled rococo altar, with diagonally set
pillars, dates from around 1770. The altar leaf showing Mary of the Visitation and a Madonna set
in an aureole, dates from the first half of the 18th century and is carved into one of the pilasters. A
graveyard was finally added alongside the little church in 1997, prior to this date, the deceased of
Mösern had had to be buried in the graveyard of their county parish in Telfs.
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Reith - soak up the sun
The exact date when the community was founded is unknown. However, urn-graves indicate that
the alluvial fan of Zirl was inhabited by a tribe called Veneto-Illyrians from as early as the bronze age
(approx. 1800 to 750 BC). The first written documents about Reith date from the Romans, who,
under Drusus and Tiberius pushed the borders of the Roman Empire beyond the Alpine peaks to
the river Danube. Reith is first mentioned in documents dating from the year 1095, in which Bishop
Megenward von Freising allowed the use of a plot of land (Hube in der Leite) south of the Scharnitzwald by a certain Pillung von Brucko. This is the first time Leithen is mentioned as a settlement
in the community of Reith. Reith is also mentioned 60 years later (Auf dem Gereuth) and yet again
more than 100 years later, in 1260, when mediation over a border stone between the monasteries
of Benediktbeuren und Wessobrunn 'auf dem Gereuth' was documented. This document proves
that the main village had been established and with it, the history of Reith started. Reith comprises
several quarters – Reith, Auland, Leithen, Mühlberg, Maximilianhütte, Krinz and Gschwandt. Leithen, the first quarter of Reith, is documented for the first time in 1095 and therefore has the longest
history. The name Am Mühlberg is first mentioned in a document in 1281.
Towards the middle of the 19th century, mountain climbing also became popular in Germany. Alpine Clubs were founded, which built huts in the high mountains and one of them, the Nördlinger
alpine hut Hütte near the summit of the Reither Spitze, was consecrated in 1897.
Although the opening of the Karwendel Railway in 1912 led to the disappearance of stagecoaches, it also brought with it a revival of tourism. Poverty and inflation in the post-war period paralysed any economic development before 1925. However, as early as the winter of 1927 / 28, the
village of Reith reported the availability of 250 guest beds to the County Tourism Office.
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Skiing was the village’s mainstay in winter, but even in summer, it was well frequented as a staging
point for mountain tours. In 1932, all newly built guesthouses reported a satisfactory number of
guests in both winter and summer. The Second World War brought great suffering to the inhabitants of Reith due to the fact that in 1945 the Karwendel Railway bridge was declared a bombing
target by the Allies. In a span of only six days, nearly 300 bombs were dropped on the municipality
and a total of 22 houses were destroyed during the raids. In addition to the church and the school,
12 further houses were also heavily damaged. When the occupying forces left in 1955, a building
boom as never seen before started on the high plateau, and a vast number of tourism-related
enterprises and installations were initiated and are still in use today.
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'Absetzkapelle' chapel
Located above the Zirlerberg mountain opposite the Galgenangerl meadow, the chapel is, in actual fact, situated on a piece of ground belonging to the neighbouring municipality. The inhabitants of
Reith, however, have always ascribed much importance to this little place of worship. The chapel
was the place where people, in former times, could stop and rest on their way up or down the
mountainside. Legend has it that some local farmers from Leithen, on their way home from the
corn fields in Zirl, stopped to say their prayers before the Man of Sorrows. They met a carter’s
boy from Zirl heading in the opposite direction. The boy, who did not even raise his hat, jeered:
'Well-oiled brakes are more important than praying to a lump of wood like that!' The famers were
shocked at this profanity. The carter spurred his horse wildly down the mountainside. Shortly afterwards, the blasphemer, together with his cart, plunged over a rock face and he was instantly dead.
Since then, the statue of Christ in the chapel, which had, until then, always faced in the direction
of Zirl, has always looked towards the village of Reith.

Chapel of Cecilia in Auland
The dedication of the chapel took place in 1989. It was constructed through of the initiative of the
then chairman of the music club Joseph Saurwein. Members of the local band (e.g.: especially
Saurwein Peppi, but also Armin Lechner, Griesser Markus and Norz Franz), as well as the inhabitants of Reith and students at the local college. The finances were partly covered by contributions
from the people of Reith. The chapel is dedicated to St. Cecilia – the patron saint of bands. This
is evident when one sees the golden lyre at the front which was specially forged by Nairz Alois. Of
note is also the modern asymmetrical roof of the chapel.

'Frau Häusl' Chapel
This chapel – dedicated to the Visitation of the Virgin Mary – is located on the newly-designed
rosary trail. It was thoroughly renovated in 1983. The brothers Martin and Josef Seelos from Reith
are responsible for the existence of the chapel. They pledged to create the chapel if they avoided
the forced conscription by the Bavarian military in 1809. In 2009 the rosary trail with 5 wayside
shrines and seats for reflection was dedicated after it had been prepared by the hardworking
members of the Reith shooting club. The 15 relief displays, which portray the glorious, painful and
joyful decades of the rosary, were created and painted by the artist Annemarie Beiler from Inzing
from Lafarge concrete.
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Wooden Shrine at the Gstoag
At the highest point of the main road between Auland and the Wildsee is an unusual larch post with
a cross. It is the oldest wayside cross for miles around – in the weathered column can be seen the
inscription 1611. The shrine is supposed to commemorate the discovery of a lost child. While they
were haymaking some parents had brought a young boy with them and all of a sudden realised
that he was nowhere to be found. In a panic they searched the whole area. Nearby there was a
large haystack. The child had crawled into this and fallen asleep.

Lourdes Grotto
Located below the Reith parish church, the Lourdes chapel is dedicated to prayer to the Virgin
Mary. With the example of the pilgrimage centre of Lourdes in mind, this chapel was consecrated
in celebration of the 100th anniversary of the first appearance of Mary in 1958. The figure of Mary
in the stone grotto reminds visitors of the 17 appearances, which was granted to St. Bernadette
Soubirous.

Maria Hilf Chapel in Auland
The church in Auland was constructed in 1856 with the help of exemplary co-operation between
the inhabitants of the village. During the catastrophic years after 1892 and 1945 the principal
church services for the whole local area where held in this chapel. In 1898 it was renovated as part
of the celebrations of the 50th anniversary of the accession of the Emperor Franz Joseph. This is
commemorated by a plaque on the exterior. Inside there are plenty of treasured works of art. As
well as the high altar with an image of Mary, Mother of Perpetual Help, of note are the two side
altars, statues and frescos. The chapel was renovated again between 1995/96.
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St. Nicholas Parish Church
Since 1391, the Reith parish church is known as the little St. Nicholas church. When it was constructed in 1751, a priest moved into the village, which until that time had been attached to Zirl. The
nave and the tower were rebuilt between 1832 and 1835, but the walls dating from the late gothic
period were retained, giving the church its present shape and dimensions. In 1892, both the village
and the church were completely destroyed by fire. The basic structure of the new church was consecrated in 1895 and the current interior furnishing of the church was completed between 1911
and 1912. In 1945, the church was heavily damaged during air raids and its reconstruction took
until 1950. The interior of the church was completely renovated in 1989 and 1990, and once more
shows the original splendour of the years between 1911 and 1921.
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Red Cross at the Wildsee
This well-known wayside cross stands at the parish and administrative border of Seefeld and received its name from the colour that it was painted. In earlier days, the lake reached the path at this
point and this was occasionally flooded so that it was connected to the 'Loba', the marshy lake
area to the north of the road. According to local tradition, the cross is supposed to be a memorial
to young men from Reith who drowned here when they tried to wade through at high water and
lost their footing.

St. Magnus Chapel in Leithen
This chapel originally stood in the middle of the hamlet next to a milestone and was reputedly older than the church in Reith. On this spot, a baroque chapel was constructed in 1780 which was
extended with a tower and a sacristy in 1900 after a fire in Reith meant that services could not be
held there and that the parish priest lived from time to time in Leithen. With the poor condition of
the chapel and the unfortunate location next to the road in mind, the chapel was taken down in
1980 and reconstructed in its original form 50m to the north on a slight hill. All of the works of art
were restored and the frescos painted on the ceiling by Johannes Obleitner. The altar is decorated
with a reverse painting on glass of 'the Mother of Good Advice'. The figures of St. Nicholas and St.
Martin, as well as the marble tabernacle, date from the end of the 18th century. The ceiling frescos
of St. Magnus and St. Pancras were created by the local artist Johannes Obleitner at the age of
86 in 1979 and were one of his last works. The feast day of St. Magnus, September 6, has always
been the day of religious celebrations in Leithen.
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Scharnitz – (re)discover nature
Despite the fact that Scharnitz is the most recent settlement in the Scharnitz Woods, the village
bears the most ancient name of all. The site of today’s village has been well known since the earliest times. It was described in the chronicles as wild, depressing, buried in heavy snow all winter
and thus, as early as the 8th Century A.D., dreaded. It was nicknamed 'solitudo Scrantiensis' and
'Scaraza' and even 'desertum Scaratie.' The word root 'scar' is thought to stem from ancient Illyrian and means 'naked rock.' When the ancient Romans built a road from Teriolis (modern Zirl) to
Parthanum (today’s Partenkirchen, in Germany), they recognized the narrow valley passage in
today’s Scharnitz as a spot of great strategic importance. They erected a castle and gave it the
name of 'Mansio Scarbia' in the village district of Bühel, near Haus Kapferer and Rainer (house
numbers 8 / 9). It served the Romans as quarters for troops on the march, as well as a resting
station for postal couriers. In 763 A.D., the Bavarian nobles Reginbert and Irminfrid were ordered
by the Bishop of Freising with the approval of the dukes to establish in the wilderness a 'solitudine
Scarantiensi' – the Scaraza Monastery, also known as Scarantia, together with a church dedicated
to St. Peter. As is evident from a number of official documents of the time, the entire region extending from today’s Partenkirchen all the way to Zirl was known as the Scharnitz Woods, or simply,
Scharnitz. Today’s communities of Scharnitz and Seefeld formed the upper part, Mittenwald formed the middle part and Klais and Gerold formed the lower or outer part of the Scharnitz Woods.
From the original name 'Scarazä' and 'Scarbia' came the name 'Scarnize' which evolved over time
to become 'Scharnitz.' Today Scharnitz is the smallest community in the Olympiaregion Seefeld,
yet is one of the largest town districts in Tyrol due to the inclusion of the Karwendel Massif, most
of which lies within the town lines of Scharnitz.
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'Alpenpark Karwendel' alpine nature reserve
The ‘Alpenpark Karwendel’ is one if the biggest nature reserves in the Northern Limestone Alps.
There are 110 kilometres of hiking paths and more than 30 Alpine huts and mountain farms.
For further information on the ‘Alpenpark Karwendel’ visit www.karwendel.org or call Hermann
Sonntag, tel.: +43 664/2041015.

‘Birzelkapelle’ Chapel
Just less than an hour’s walk from the village of Scharnitz, isolated and hidden in the forest on
the old path that leads into the Karwendel valley towards the ‘Larchetalm’ and ‘Karwendelhaus’,
stands a chapel dedicated to the Mother of God. The chapel was first mentioned as far back as
1809 – it is not known, however, for what reason and by whom it was built. On account of the
construction of this chapel, the whole surrounding area was placed under the safeguard of the
‘Feast of the Visitation of Mary’ – the patronage day of the Inrain farming community – which, due
to the intercession of the Mother of God, is said to offer protection from storms and lightening
which can be particularly dangerous in this high Alpine terrain. In 1956, the old chapel, which
had fallen into a state of disrepair, was replaced by the new present-day chapel by the local farmers’ association under chairman Albert Heiß. It was designed by the Innsbruck-based architect
Kelderer. The altarpiece was created by the academic painter Max Spielmann and the bell was
cast by the Innsbruck bell foundry Graßmayr. The total costs of the chapel at the time amounted
to approx. 50,000 ‘schillings’ (approx. 3,600 euros) which were shared by the tiny community of
Inrain farmers (15 families). The families themselves also took care of the chapel’s maintenance –
Eva Stahlberg, née Mimm, is currently responsible for its upkeep. It is quite heart-warming when
you think how this tiny community selflessly upholds its traditions and passes them on from one
generation to the next.
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Source of the River Isar
Surrounded by the mighty rock massif of the Karwendel mountain range, here, in the Hinterautal
valley, is where the River Isar begins its journey, first to the River Danube and then on to the Black
Sea. The river, which in former times instilled a fear and terror of flooding among those who lived on
its banks and, at the same time, bestowed them with blessings and prosperity, still plays a major
role in the culture and history of the Alpine region.
Here, at the source of the River Isar, there are numerous spots where water bubbles out of the
ground all year round. New information boards, an idyllic resting place and a natural trail that
leads directly to the first springs characterise this jewel of natural diversity. Walkers here can not
only relax and recharge their batteries, but also discover a wealth of information about the flora
and fauna of the area. The upper Isar is, in addition, a popular spot for canoeing and paddleboat
enthusiasts who value the excellent quality of the water and the breathtakingly beautiful scenery of
the Alpenpark Karwendel nature reserve.
'A very beautiful river.
I have often listened to it, looked into its eyes,
and always learned from it.'
Hermann Hesse
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'Karwendelbahn railway' (Mittenwaldbahn railway)
Opened in 1912, the Karwendelbahn railway was Austria’s first fully electrified railyway. The line
stretches from Mittenwald to Innsbruck. Over a distance of 32.1 km, the train goes through 16
tunnels and over 18 high bridges and viaducts. In March 1910, the first cut was made into the
legendary Martinswand rock face. The Martinswand, which rises sheer and craggy from the Inn
Valley, and the rugged rocks of the Schlossbachgraben posed the greatest challenges. At a height
of around 60 m above the water table, the line negotiates the Schlossbach stream by means of
a 66 metre-long arched, iron-girder bridge. The Finstertal viaduct was built on the barren slopes
of the Hechenberg mountain; hanging viaducts were constructed over the Schlossbachgraben
gorge and the Kaiserstand viaduct stands beneath the ruins of Fragenstein castle. The Gurgelbach
viaduct was constructed near the village of Reith, and the Isar bridge near Scharnitz.
Parish Church of Our Lady of Perpetual Help
Even before the construction of the Porta Claudia fortification, the inhabitants of Scharnitz had
built a chapel dedicated to our Dear Lady in gratitude for the averted atrocities of war. In 1650, the
chapel received an altar. The ‘Mariahilf’ painting on the altar, depicting Our Lady of Perpetual Help,
was a gift from Ferdinand Karl, the son of the Archduchess Claudia. At the same time, permission
was given by the ecclesiastical authorities for church services to be celebrated in this chapel. The
Augustinian Monks from Seefeld Monastery were responsible for the pastoral care. In 1705, the
fortress received a chapel of its own dedicated to St. Joseph and a chaplain was hired. As a result
the village’s pastoral care was discontinued and the villagers from Scharnitz attended the military
church services. This was not, however, to their liking for very long. The village of Scharnitz came
to an agreement with the parish of Mittenwald whereby a priest from Mittenwald (for a fee of 160
guilders), was to conduct church services in the village chapel. In 1786, Scharnitz was granted
its own chaplaincy. The first priest was the Capuchin monk P. Pelagius Steinhauser. He erected a
parsonage and, with the help of the obligatory labour of the time known as ‘robot’ carried out by
the local people, a new church was built and consecrated in 1792. During the freedom fighting
of 1809, the church went up in flames. The ‘Ölberg-Christus’ painting of Christ on the Mount of
Olives, remained unscathed amid the flames and, after the church had been renovated, it was
mounted on the frontmost, right-hand pillar. A new Gothic-style House of God was created – but it
too was destroyed in a fire in 1892. Under Father Johannes Natter a new, larger church was built,
and under Father H. Gottinger the entire Parish Church underwent a comprehensive restoration
in 1954. The new altarpiece depicting the Virgin of Mercy and the Mysteries of the Rosary, was
created by Prof. Max Spielmann along with the Stations of the Cross in the church windows. The
artist Ilse Glaninger-Halhuber from Innsbruck painted the depiction of the 12 Apostles. In 1981 the
war memorial was rebuilt and the closure of the old cemetery began. In 1982 the south-west side
of the church was remodelled and new boundary fences were erected around the church grounds.
In 1983 the main nave was roofed with shingles, and in 1984 the remaining part of the roof was
covered with shingles and the church’s façade was completely renovated. During the summer of
1985 the church remained closed. Holy Mass was held in the village hall or at the music pavilion.
The overall refurbishment of the church interior was carried out during this time. To celebrate the
successful completion of the work, the parishioners of Scharnitz, under the auspices of Bishop R.
Stecher, gathered for a festive consecration of the renovated House of the Lord on 20 April 1986.
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Porta Claudia
During the Thirty Year War (1618 – 1648) the government of Innsbruck obtained permission to
erect a fortress on the lands of the Freising Monastery in the narrowest part of the valley. It was
built in 1632 – 1634. On the festive occasion of the dedication of this ravine-like valley passage, it
was named after the shrewd Princess Claudia of Medici, who was personally present. Simultaneously, at the end of the valley in the Leutasch, the so-called 'Schanz' was also constructed. Porta
Claudia was not attacked during the Thirty Year War. Around 1670, it was expanded according to
the plans of Christoph Gumpp. In the course of the 'Bavarian Uprising' in 1703, Prince Max Emanuel II. succeeded in taking Porta Claudia in a bold and unexpected attack. When the occupying
Bavarian forces exploded the ammunitions stores, it caused immense destruction. However, all
was soon rebuilt. When Goethe passed through here on his Italian Journey in 1786, he noted,
'Near Scharnitz, one arrives in Tyrol. The border is closed by a wall which locks off the valley and
merges with the mountain massif. It looks quite attractive. On one side, the cliffs are fortified, on
the other, they shoot up vertically.' In 1805, during the Napoleonic Wars, the French Marechal Ney,
coming from Mittenwald, attacked the 'Schanzen' in the Leutasch and Porta Claudia with 13,000
troops. Porta Claudia was defended by 12 cannons and 700 men at the time. To begin with, they
were able to fend off the attacks.
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Every demand to surrender was rejected by the commander of the fortress. Only when the French,
under the leadership of a Bavarian woodsman who knew the area well, circled around the fortress,
was Porta Claudia’s fate sealed. The Austrian occupying forces were all taken into captivity. The
French suffered 1,800 casualties. In 1809, rule over the fortress changed back and forth among
the Tyroleans, the French and the Bavarians. When Tyrol became part of Bavaria, it was more or
less levelled, with huge amounts of explosives, at a cost of more than 12,000 Guilders. Nevertheless, a few of the ruins of these old fortifications on both sides of the Isar River north of Scharnitz
still recall the fortress of old. The 6 meter high ruins can still be seen. In the former military barracks
of Porta Claudia, the Customs Office was housed until 1957. Some remains of the 'Leutasch
Schanz' are also still visible today. The fortress consisted of a main part and the ramparts. In the
main part there was, besides the military barracks, also a chapel. The so-called 'Cavalier' was part
of the ramparts, where a cannon was mounted: 'the powder magazine, the devil’s kitchen and the
water shed,' from which water from the Isar River was fed into the moat. The 6 meter high walls
with their battlements and embrasures, the partly ruined and grown-over ramparts, the large vaulting (housing soldiers and horses), the moat, the parapets, etc. all give one an idea of how mighty
this fortress once was.
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Alpine hut/inn

Phone number

Overnight stay

Location

Alpengasthof Eng

+43 5245/231

100 persons

Hinterriss

Agrargem. Eng

+43 5245/226

8 persons

Hinterriss

Alpenglühn

+43 5673/2349

no

Ehrwald

Alplhütte

+43 676/7209100

20 persons

Telfs

Amtsäge

+43 664/2818914

18 persons

Scharnitz

Bettelwurfhütte

+43 5223/53353

62 persons

Karwendel

Binsalm

+43 5245/214

80 persons

Karwendel

Bodenalm

+43 664/5106934

no

Seefeld

Brunnsteinhütte

+49 172/8909613

36 persons

Mittenwald
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Alpine hut/inn

Phone number

Overnight stay

Location

Buchener Höhe

+43 5262/64277

no

Leutasch

Coburgerhütte

+43 664/3254714

80 persons

Leutasch

Dammkarhütte

+49 173/3514659

12 persons

Mittenwald

Ederkanzel

+49 8823/1681

no

Mittenwald

Ehrwalder Alm

+43 5673/2534

39 persons

Ehrwald

Englhof

+43 5212/3138

15 persons

Reith

Eppzirler Alm

+43 664/6525307

10 persons

Scharnitz

Falkenhütte

+43 5245/245

140 persons

Karwendel

Wildmoos

+43 5212/3356

no

Seefeld

Gaistalalm

+43 5214/5190

15 persons

Leutasch

Gasthof Hirschen

+43 5212/3155

30 persons

Reith

Gasthof Neuleutasch

+43 5214/6834

no

Leutasch

Gasthof Ramona

+43 5213/5541

35 persons

Scharnitz

Klammgeist

+43 6645683322

no

Leutasch

Gletscherschliff

+49/8823/1453

no

Mittenwald

Halleranger-Alm

+43 6641055955

98 persons

Scharnitz

Hallerangerhaus

+43 664/8937583

96 persons

Scharnitz

Hämmermoos-Alm

+43 676/3337000

no

Leutasch

Hinterhornalm

+43 664/2112745

no

Karwendel

Hocheggalm

+43 5212/2416-47

no

Seefeld

Hochfeldern-Alm

+43 699/12360458

no

Ehrwald

Hochland Hütte

+49 174/9897863

35 persons

Mittenwald

Eingangshütte

+49 8821/8895

no

Garmisch

Karwendelhaus

+43 5213/5623

180 persons

Scharnitz

Kastenalm

+43 664/5316796

no

Scharnitz

Katzenkopfhütte

+43 676/7770501

no

Leutasch

Knorrhütte

+49 8821/2905

120 persons

Wetterstein

Kreuzeckhaus

+49 8821/2202

100 persons

Wetterstein

Kristenalm

no telephone number

no

Scharnitz

Lamsenjochhütte

+43 5244/62063

150 persons

Karwendel

Ferienkolonie

Gasthof zum

Höllentalklamm-
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Phone number

Overnight stay

Location

Lamsenjochhütte

+43 5244/62063

150 persons

Karwendel

Klammstüberl

+43 664/8654811

no

Leutasch

Lottenseehütte

+43 5262/67532

no

Mösern

Magdeburgerhütte

+43 5238/88790

74 persons

Karwendel

Meilerhof

+43 5212/3225

12 persons

Reith

Meilerhütte

+49 171/5227897

85 persons

Wetterstein

Mittenwalder Hütte

+49 151/17303118

30 persons

Mittenwald

Möserer Seestub‘n

+43 5212/4779

no

Mösern

Möslalm

+43 664/9142670

30 persons

Scharnitz

Nördlinger Hütte

+43 664/1633861

60 persons

Reith

Oberbrunnalm

+43 664/9244460

no

Scharnitz

Oberreintalhütte

+49 8821/2701

30 persons

Wetterstein

Pfeishütte

+43 720/316596

75 persons

Karwendel

Pleisenhütte

+43 664/9158792

35 persons

Scharnitz

Plumsjochhütte

+43 5243/5487

30 persons

Karwendel

Rauthhütte

+43 664/2815611

70 persons

Leutasch

Reintalangerhütte

+49/8821/2903

90 persons

Wetterstein

Reitherjoch Alm

+43 664/3375803

no

Reith/Seefeld

Ropferstub‘m

+43 5262/65949

20 persons

Buchen

Rosshütte

+43 5212/2416

no

Seefeld

Rotmoosalm

+43 664/4226149

yes (from the

Leutascher
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middle of June 2011)

Leutasch

Schachenhaus

+49 8821/2996

88 persons

Wetterstein

Scharnitzer Alm

+43 664/5234567

no

Scharnitz

Seebenalm

+43 676/5946926

no

Ehrwald

Skialm

+43 5212/2416

no

Seefeld

Solsteinhaus

+43 664/336531

90 persons

Karwendel

Sonnenalm

+43 5212/2490-35

no

Seefeld/Reith

Sportalm

+43 664/4506550

10 persons

Seefeld

St. Magdalena Hütte

+43 664/9252913

no

Karwendel

Steinernes Hüttl

+43 664/5516344

15 persons

Leutasch

Strassberghaus

+43 664/9159130

no

Telfs

Tillfußalm

+43 664/5516344

10 persons

Leutasch

aLPINE hUTS & iNNS
Alpine hut/inn

Phone number

Overnight stay

Location

Triendlsäge

+43 5212/2580

no

Seefeld

Café Sonja

+43 676/5113475

no

Reith

Wangalm

+43 664/73863164

44 persons

Leutasch

Wettersteinhütte

+43 660/3462100

35 persons

Leutasch

Wiesenhof

+43 5213/5380

no

Scharnitz

Wildmoosalm

+43 5212/3002

no

Seefeld

Waldschwimmbad
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